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Augusta is a world·class capital city: where entrepreneurs start, grow, and maintain a variety of businesses;
where citizens pursue life·long learning in first-rate schools, libraries, historic, and cultural facilities; where
residents, workers, and tourists circulate around and enjoy the Heart of Augusta - on both sides of the
Kennebec River. along Water Street, and throughout the Copitol complex; where travelers appreciate the
historic and natural scenery; where homebuyers and renters of all ages and incomes are drawn by safe and
appealing neighborhoods, and where taxpayers enjoy competitive tax rates and superior services.

The Augusta City Council shall achieve this vision by: acting as a model of teamwork and efficiency in its
own deliberations; creating an ongoing partnership with state government; and organizing a responsive,
flexible, and effective economic development program.

ABOUT THE ARTIST
Dianne Weber 1ook a watercolor dass from Chris1opher Card 1hrough lh• Augusia Adull Educa1ion Program in 1997 and has con1inued he<
passion fot painting ever since. Her worts were receolly displayed at City Hall and were very well received. Six of her wa1ercol0<s were
reproduced 1hroughout 1his rep0<1 wilh permission. including 1he cove< reode<ing of Augusla's Wa1erfron1. You may reach Dianne by calling
445·2294 or by email (dlwdrs@yahoo.com).
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To the Residents of Augusta,
In the midst of difficult financial times - locally, at the state level, and in our
national economy • I am pleased to report to you that your City government
is in sound financial and operational condition and that the year 2002 was
one of many challenges. In addition, these challenges were met in a very
responsible way. Notwithstanding setbacks in the local labor market, includ·
ing the loss of a number of good jobs as local employers downsized or relo·
cated, and limited growth In our lax base. the City Council and our city
employees produced a balanced budget with less than a 1o/o tax increase
while fully funding our public safety, public works and community based serv·
ices. As this report demonstrates. the City had a number of achievements last year of which you should
be proud. They range from securing state funding for a new Cony High School to refurbishing and
expanding the Augusta Civic Center,
With all the economic questions for the future that we face, Augusta is fortunate to have the caliber of
elected officials and administrative staff committed to serving the community. With the economy in
slow recovery, the condition of the state budget (and the likely cost shifting to local governments thal
will occur from It), and unrest In the Middle East, It is a must that o\Jr City's elected leaders and admin·
istrators keep \he momentum of fiscal responsibility going. We must continue to deliver services, especially a top educational climate, in our City, and we wiil.

Oonn>Doo<•
W<lldl

IC.lrtnf~tM

Ward4

As I have stated frequently in the past, this is your community and your local government. r encour·
age you to be involved and to help shape our future. As a recent upgrading of the City's bond rating
to •AA• showed, even in times that are difficult for Maine cities and towns, Augusta has the resources
and capable people to succeed, and as the opportunities present themselves, we will take full advan·
1age of them.

William E. Dowling
Mayor

Sytvlalund
Al•larg•

CITY MANAGER'S
REPORT
It's always an intefesbng exefcise f0< me to spend a quiet Saturday in January in my offKe at City Hall review·
1ng lhe p;IS1 year 1n Ofde< to add my penpectrve to this aMual report. I enjoy a beautiful view of the Kennebec
Rivef, downtown, and in the distance. the Capjtol dome. It is a brilliantly dear and cnsp day, 1nst111ing in~
a sense of optimism as I refle<l upon the past twelve months. To be sure. we face some 5efious challenges as
a community, and thefe have been so~ selbadcs of late - especially in lhe area of job losses around the Clly.
However. Augusta has many structural assets that will see us through any difficulties we face. We are blessed
with strong and capable eleaed leadership on both the local and state level, with an able and ded1cated
municipal work f0<ce. with many citizen volunteers who give of themselves to boards. commissions and com·
munily projects. wilh sound City finances. and with growth and development potential that will In the years
to come make Augusta a preferred place to live and work.
Last year, the City moved forward toward a number of Its most important goals. The state Department of Education announced that
we would receive funding for a new Cony High School. The significance of this achievement cannot be overstated. Once con·
structed, it will draw new residents to the City, provide our teenagers with the best of learning environments and remedy an image
problem that has plagued us for a long time.
Over time, the old Cony site will be redeveloped as well, probably in conjunction with the redesign of Cony Circle • itself part or a
massive, upcoming state project to restore or replace the Memorial Bridge and its antiquated approaches.
And speaking of bridges, of course. over the past year construction got fully underway on the new Third Bridge. That new Interstate
highway spur will be completed in the fall of next year and open up much of the eastern sector of the City for development. Signs
of that coming development are already apparent. Complimenting that has been a variety of business developments in 2002. NRF
Distributors broke ground on a new multimillion dollar distribution center (with the help of a City tax Increment financing arrangement); PFG/North Center Foods completed a major expansion; The Marketplace at Augusta added thousands of new square feet of
retail space (helping boost Augusta to the third strongest retailing center in Maine); Harpers Development llC made several mul·
t1million dollar investments 1n commemal properties in Augusta; 1nduding Key Plaza; and other developers hke lommerctal
Properties continued to Invest In our relnvlgorated downtown. The Augusta Development Commission and the Capital Riverfront
Improvement District worked effectively throughout the year, helping to guide the City's growth initiatives.
On the downside. major empfoyefS Including Sanmina/SCJ, Microdyne. Central Maine Power and the American Tissoe Mill all
announced closures or significant employment reductions that ovefShadowed our gains. The City, our state and federal representatives. the Chamber of Commerce and other community resources banded together to meet these challenges and help affected
WO<kefs. During the coming ytar, the priOfity f0< our economic development team will be to recruit new o<cupants to these vacat·
ed facihties. restoring the JObs and the high value propefty tax base.
Anothef economic dark cloud that has arisen in recent months is the very large state budget deficit. Caused by the moribund
national economy, the deficit has resulted in less state revenues to the City in all major categories. including revenue sharing
and education aid. For next year, with the state deficit projected to be 17% of its budget (about SI billion), painful cuts to munic·
ipal fuflding are expected. for this reason, among othefS. the City Council has limited its future commitments to the workforce
and adopted modest guidelines for exte~~ion of our labor contracts. for the past five Years. the City has held the line on prop·
erty tax rate increases a~d built up a strong fund balance. Compared to most municipalities. we are in very good ~hape, to face
the fiscal difficulties I foresee COll)lnq. Oyr hope Is that by exercising fiscal restraini drawing on our reserve~ and l'lor~ing flli·
gently to grow our revenue ~ase, we will get through a tough period with essential services intact. The Mayor a~d touhcll are
committed to this FOurse ol aqjon.

like most years. 2002 saw a numbef of transitions. The King administration left state government and the Baldacci administra·
tion has taken ovec The years of mutual effon between the City and State to encourage a strong. symbiotic wori<ing relationship
that resulted in many benefits to the Gty have shown us the value of nurtu11ng c~ ues With the state government we host and
it.s thousands of local employees. Effons have been undMYay since November's election to ma1nta1n that healthy relationship and
build upon it The new Legislature has our own Senator Daggett in the President's chair and vetefan Representative Julie O'Brien
on the powerful Appropriations Committee. long·time Representative David Madore lost an election challenge to Senator
Daggett and two·term Representative Charles Mitchell lost to Bill Brown of Vassalboro. West Sode Neighborhood Association
President Arthur Lerman replaced David Madore. Ours thanks go out to David Madore and Cha~ie Mitchell for their hard work
on the City's behalf.
In our organization, veteran council member Mary Mayo-Wescott left the Council, replaced by Kim Davis of Eastern Avenue.
Councilors Karen Foster and Tom Sotir were re·elected to another term. Assistant City Managef Michael Lombardo moved on to
become a county manager in Michigan and was replaced by Vassalboro resident Ralph St. Pierre, a respected veteran municipal
finance expert who had spent the past 12 years as South Portland's linance director. Balancing the budget last year involved the
elimination of seven positions . a difficult process that Involved employee layoffs and reassignments throughout the organization.
As you read through this report (ably produced each year by Executive Assistant Jessie Shaw), I am sure you will be favorably
Impressed with the achievements and progress described by the City's management team. During my five years as City Manager, I
have continually been impressed with the dedication and competence of our work force and their ability to deliver so much value
for limited tax dollars. As we grapple with the challenges ol the coming year. 1have every confidence that their skill and dedica·
tion, combined with the sound policy guidance we enjoy from our elected leade1s, will allow us to maintain necessary service levels and capitalize on any new opportunity that presents itself.
William R. 8ridgeo
City Manager

ECONOMIC & COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT OFFICE
Tholql the Ctly of Augusta lated some of its most significant economic challenges in recent memory doling 2002,
thele were also Sevetal noteworthy achievements by both the private and public seclou dunng that ume. The collec·
~ 1111pi1Ct of these should give us reason to be optimistic about the economic future of Maine's Capital City.

The Gty also e111eied into a key ~ in 2002 to assist 11 the li!Jliflcant txpM·
sion of NRF OisltibutotS at the Central Maine Busness Part The City's inYolvernent in
the project will allow NRF to conslruel an extension of Gabriel D<ive. cleating rhe W<rf

fits~ !here were mMntrOUS gaons made in the effort to revitalize Ailgusta's downtown. Most notice.lb~ 2002 saw the

for the c~s new 100,000 sq.~ warehousellisuibunon fac•'ty and the aeation
of approximately 40 new jobs.

bfg1nmn9 of a total traosformation of the North Water Street area, thanks to a S700,000 infras11uc11.We project fund·
ed by both the City and the State's Community C>Mlopment Block Grant (CDBGJ program. The result of llus inmt·
ment is ove< 3.300 linear feet of new sidewalks and curbing from Bridge to Bond Sueets. enhanced by antique-style
decorative l19ht1ng and fencing along Ille W<rf. Look for final landscaping to be completed in the Spring of 2003.
In other CDBG aclvances. the City wrote a success(ul application in Ille latter stages of 2002 for apublic Infrastructure
grant to replace sanitary and water lines along Boothby Street Those needed replaternents and upgrades will commence rn Spring 2003.
This work all goes 10 strengthen the City's North End. as does anolller important effort. In 2002, the Capital Riverfront Improvement District
completed a Master Plan for lhe 17-aae Edwards Mill Site, a critical first step in implementing Ille City's vision for an urban park that will be
both a local and statewide attraction. When reallied, lhe park will prove to be a significant anchor for further downtown redevelopment.
In 2002, work progressed toward the construction of two downtown parking facilities. WBRC Architects Engineers and Desman Associates,
two premier firm~ were engaged by the City 10 perform the design, engineering and constru<tion oversight of two facilities to be located at
the existing Dickman and Gingras lot~ lnhial activities pertaining to the sites. such as surveying. preliminary design. and engineering. were
all completed In 2002.
At mid·yea~ the City became one of the first municipalities In Maine 10 establish a Downtown Tax lnaernent Financing district under a new
state statute. This will allow all future lncrea~ in tax revenue within the district to be reinvested in additional downtown redevelopment
efforts. such as enhanced parlcing. inframucture. and revolving loan program~
In 7007, rill> Ciry •kt> fill'd.,, apPllcarion wilh the U.S. 0Ppart1'11"1ll of Treasury to participate in its 'NPW MarlrPI< lox CrP<li( progr>m. which
would create an additional funding pool to encourage commercial real estate redevelopment by making the business deal more competitive
fOf would-be investorS in the downtown.
Also in 2002, tilt City continued its efforts to rl!Yllalize in·town neighbor1loods willl its 'Neti Neighbors' program. a fow·inte<est home fl\I'·
chase program that supporU rehabtl1tation and owner occupation of in-town homes. The City saw tremendous Interest in lllis program <Ill·
ing the yeat with more than 400 inqu1nes that Wiii be sure to generate more long-term inveslrnent inAilgusta's downtown neighborhoods.
These efforts. and the rtseurces they bring to beat leave tilt City and its downtown well positioned to make funher advances 1n the future.
The goal will ~ be to return tilt aiea to its rightful place of p<ominenc:e 111 the Cit)\ with an appealing blend of shop!, restaurants. and
offIC~ To that end. an encouraging coda to 2002 was the decision by Beale Stteef Barbequeto locate its rtel'l!St Maine restaurant at 300.
304 Water Street We expect more decisions like this in 2003.

Crty·wide, the retail seclor was responsible for continued good news and new investments in 2002f~ Marfceq>lace at A\lgusta reached
another !Ml of matooty with the addition of more square footage to house such !l"tionafly knoWn retailers as Panera Breads. Plans ate
already undefWay for the Marketplace to expand and add othef retailers and 1estauran1S in the Vety near future.
At yea(s end, progress continued In a proposed retail development along the Western Avenue COfridor. which will serve to CO'!'Ph{"llt and
strengthen an already bustling shopping environment in Maine's Capital City. Acoalition of the City's retailers continued In 2002 to worlc
together towards markeling too unique personal experience that comes with shoWing at Augusta's locally·owned ~ialty stores
These acrivities underscore Augusta's emergence as one of Maine's top retail destinations. Recent statistics show Augusta now trails only
Portland and Bangor in the state's 2002 consumer retail sales, a continuing trend that sho1YS no signs of slowing as we move into 2003.
Alinchpin of this success has long been the City's car and truck dealerships. wiiich annually stand among Ille top in the state for automotive
sal~ In 2002, the City oversaw several major eXP,<Jnsions of these very valuable contributors to our local economy, including Charlie's Motor
Mall, which added a new Subaru dealership and the Introduction of elooin's ~yundai.

Silkies were also made towards the developmeot of the City-owned
Quimby lot. with a promising application to the federal Econormc
C>Mlopnent Administration fOf funding to proceed with the construction of necessary sanitary. water and road infrastructure
throoghout the planned 28-acre business park.
Still, 2001 did not go without its challen~ Foremost among these
was the loss of a long·time major employer. Sanmina·SCI. Global
retractions in both the electronics and relecommunications indusuies
led Sanmina-SCI to make the diffKuil corporate decision to close sev·
era I plants across the U.S.. including the Augusta facility. As a result,
nearly 450 of the industry's finest worke~ including more than 100
Augus1ant would be without jobs by the early months of 2003.
Yet, Augusta responded to lllis disappointment with vigOf and determi1ia1ion. Arst. the City was a full participant in a community task force
assembled by the Kennebec Valley Chamber of Commerce, to assist these workers in the transition to new car~ Concurrently, Ille City
undertook an unprecedented business atltaction campaign based on the availability of one of Maine's finest manufacturing facilities and a
well· trained and productive worlcforce. By yea(s end, the City had made contact willl ove< 300 manufacturers in over a do!1!n states to infonn
them of this opportunity and to encourage them to consider Augusta in their future expansion plans. This effort was bolste<ed by recent invest·
ment in the City's business attraction marlceting mareriats. incfucling an economic development web site that debuted 1n 2002 (getcon·
nectedaugusta.corn) and a business prospectus that was selected as 11111 year's wrnne< of the tntemational EcooomK Development Council"s
'best general purpose brochure' for communities with a population of 50,000 and undel.
The year 2002 came to a promising dose with the planned purdlase of the Sanmina-SCI buolcling by a prominent local developer. who shares
the City's keen interest in retaining a manufaclltring base in the facility. The Coty contJnUes to WOik aggresllvtly in promoting this opporturl~
ty as 2003 dawns.
las~ the City devoted considerable time and effort to supporting Augusta's tounsm industry ove< the past year. Wofking both locally and in
conjunction with the Kennebec Valley Tourism Cou~~ the focus on dMloping effeaive joint matkebng tools toullng such attractions as Old
foll Western, Ifie Maine State Muser" and the Ch\id.en·s OiscoYery Museooi has been an impoftanr rorst step in better promoting the City
as towism destination.

a

~ent

As ill past years, the City's
efforts are supported by the citiml voluntem who worl< on the Ailgusta Oeveloprnent Coovnission
~ the AIJgtJsta Commooity Development ~sory Committee. With their continued civic pride and cornmmnent. we wil be sure to nse to

the challenges and opportupilies of the.cornl1ici yeai.
Michael Duguay
Oir~tor

AUGUSTA STATE
AIRPORT
The year 2002 was an eventful year in many respects at the Augusta State Airport.
In November 2001, the Congress of the United States created the Transportation Security Adminisiration
(TSA) and gave it the responsibility of ensuring air passenger safety and security at each of over 400 com·
mercial service airports in the coumry. Shortly following the horrific events of September 11, 2001, Governor
King ordered the deployment of National Guard troops to provide security services at Maine's six commercial airports. On May 10, 2002, the National Guard was relieved of these duties by the Augusta Police
Department, who entered into a 20-month agreement with the TSA to provide airport and air passenger secu·
rity. Air passenger screening, however, still remained the responsibility of airline personnel.
During the course of tile year, the TSA strove to organize and staff itself with the objective of meeting certain
federally mandated deadlines. At the Augusta State Airport, on November Sth, air passenger screening was transferred from the
airline to employees of the TSA: and on December 16th, the screening of all passengers' checked baggage for explosive devices
was begun by TSA staff. In both instances, the deadlines for doing so were met with about two weeks to spare. While it was the
view of many airport industry experts that these deadlines were too optimistic and would create chaos in airport terminal build·
ings, the transition at Augusta went very smoothly with a minimum of disruption to either the air'line or to passengers.
On July 22nd, the Airport's Runway 8/26 was closed until further notice. That morning, the firm of Pike Industries began the
arduous task of a complete reconstruction of the runway. The old pavement was completely reclaimed, the subsurface was grad·
ed to remove a slight "hill" in the runway and then compacted, and two layers of runway-specification asphalt were laid to a
depth of three inches. The total project required approximately three weeks. After a fresh coat of runway markings and stripes,
it was reopened for use. The cost of the project was approximately $250,000 and was funded by the State of Maine Department
of Transportation.
In September, the Airport received new drive units for the four vehicle access gates to the airlield. The old drive units were becoming increasingly maintenance-intense and were frequent victims of the "gate gremlins." The S14,000 cost of acquiring and
installing these units was accomplished with a special security improvement grant from the Federal Aviation Administration.
In the fall of the year. the Augusta Water District completed the relocation of a 24·inch water main around the airport. The old
main, which delivered water from Carleton Pond to the reservoirs just north of the Mount Hope and Mount Pleasant Cemeteries.
crossed direcdy under the Airport's main runway. The portion of this main under the Airport is nearly 100 years old and had failed
in August 2001 . The Airport granted an easement to the Water District to relocate the main in exchange for improvements to the
Airport's perimeter road.

Scheduled Air Passengers - Enplaned/Deplaned
YEAR

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

2001

570

508

620

73t

932

1,014

1,064

865

366

454

550

509

2002

461

341

516

595

790

688

955

1,084

665

658

669

539

In May 2002, the Airport accepted the bid from Kodiak Northwest to provide a new snow blower. The machine is their model
CR4.5D which has a clearing capacity of 4,500 tons per hour. Delivery of the blower is expected in late January 2003. Upon accept·
ance and following a trail period, the Airport's Idaho· Norland blower, which has a 3,000 tons per hour capacity, will be retired. The
cost of the new machine is just over $350,000 and will be borne entirely by the FAA and the Maine Department of Transportation.
The third weekend in July is traditionally one of the busiest weekends of the year at the Airport and this year it was exceptional.
The significance of this particular weekend is that it is Parents' Weekend at the many childrens' summer camps in the Kennebec
Valley region, and a great many parents arrive in their own or in chartered jets. From mid-day Friday until Sunday afternoon, a total
of 63 private jets arrived at Augusta setting a record for a single weekend's activity. Our cross-wind runway had to be closed so
that jets could be parked along its length.
USAirways Express airline service between Augusta and Boston (operated by Colgan Air) suffered a significant loss of traffic in the
aftermath of the September 11th tragedy. To their credi~ however, Colgan Air maintained their original level of service while air·
lines throughout the countJy were reducing their flight schedules by up to as much as forty percent. While total air passenger
throughput for the year was down in 2002 by 2.7% from the prior year. there was significant growth in the final five months.
Indeed, the 1,084 passengers boarded or deplaned in August set an all·time company record for the Augusta State Airport.
l\mong the beneficiaries of the new and much more strict aviation security regime has been the corporate charter and air taxi
industries. This activity at the Augusta State Airport reflects the national trend. As measured by the arrival of landing fee eligible
general aviation aircraft (multi-engine piston and/or jet aircraft), there were 418 arrivals during calendar year 2000, 419 arrivals in
2001. and 509 arrivals in 2002.
In December 2002, the Airport completed negotiations to lease the restaurant space in the Air Terminal Building. The restaurant
space had been vacant for approximately 15 months following the closure of Hill Top Family Restaurant. The new restaurant will
be the THAI STAR 1, operated by the same people that own the THAI STAR on Route 27 in North Augusta.
At the Annual Meeting of the Maine Airport Managers' Association held in Bangor in October, Bob McGee was reelected
President of the Association. In addition, Bob serves on the Board of Directors of the Maine Aeronautics Association, is a mem·
ber of the Maine DOT's Regional Transportation Advisory Committee for Region 4, and is a member of Maine DOT's Aeronautical
Advisory Board.

Robert McGee
Airport Manager

CENTRAL GARAGE

The Central Garage operation is an lmraservice Fund within the City budget. This means it runs like a business within city government, collecting the majority of its revenues from the rental/maintenance of vehicles
to various city departments and sale of luel (gasoline and dieseQ lor vehicles it owns and other agencies such
as the Augusta Police and Fire Departments and Kennebec County. These revenues are used lor vehicle repair
and replacement ol vehicles once they have exceeded their uselul lile. The goal ol the Central Garage Fund
is to be self-supporting and, therefore, be able to maintain and replace vehicles as needed.
EQUIPMENT PURCHASES

In 2002, approximately S240,000 in expenditures was authorized by the City Council to upgrade the Garage
Fleet. Listed below are the vehicles/equipment that have been purchased:
• (2) 4 WO 1-ton Utility Dump trucks with plows and sanders
• (1) Class 8 Dump truck with plow and sander
• (1) 314 ton Pickup with utility body
• (1) 2 WO I·ton Utility Dump truck
STAFF CHANGES

Central Garage has seen some restructuring ol staff In the past two years. In November ol 2000, the Fleet Service Manager
position was lilied to replace the Superintendent's position. In November of this year, the vacant foreman's position was restructured to a Chiel Mechanic position and was lilied by Shawn Harrington. Shawn has been with the City lor over 19 years and is
a very knowledgeable vehicle technician, as well as an excellent troubleshooter around vehicle problems. With his extensive
experience with the City, he will be an asset to the Central Garage operation and we welcome him to our supervisory team.
Norma Polley is another positive addition to the stall and was hired as the Parts Clerk, replacing an employee who had been
with the City for nearly 30 years.

EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE SYSTEM

We continue to make great strides with our computerized Municipal Equipment Maintenance System. helping us to efficiently track
maintenance costs on each piece ol equipment owned by Central Garage. This system, along with the vehicle upgrades over the
past three years, has had a positive effect on the lleet. With newer equipment that Is well maintained, savings are realized through
lewer repairs; more money is then available to use to replace the older equipment with newer more technologically advanced mod·
els. Better equipment is also a benelit to the workers who are out on the streets under adverse weather conditions (sometimes lor
over 16 hours at a time), providing services to the residents. Fewer breakdowns and newer equipment make their jobs less frus·
trating and easier to perform.
FACILITY IMPROVEMENTS

This year we continued to make improvements to the PublicWorks Facility located on North Street • made possible as part ol the
bond approved by the voters in 1999 lor City Building Improvements. Of this bond, S250,000 was earmarked lor this building. This
year saw the completion of the heating and ventilating improvements lor the office areas and the main electrical feed into Central
Garage and new circuit breaker systems throughout the building. Both projects were started in 2001.
New projects accomplished this year include the extension of the sewer line to connect Public Works to the Augusta Sanitary District
system. Previously this lacility had an on-site septic system. EPA rules required us to connect the garage lloor drains and wash
bay to a treatment system. As connection to the existing septic system was not leasible. Public Works installed a 2-inch lorcemain
and pump station, connecting to the sewer system on North Street. This brings us into compliance with EPA with respect to our
garage lloor drains.

instal~ion

olfice~e

Also completed this year was the
ol replacement windows In the administrative
new double pane windows
replaced the single pane w)ndows that were installed wlten the building was built over 43 years a~.
'
The final project that is being completed as part of the boncl Is a storage addition and bathroom l\~ility upgrade. The bathroom
lacllities were inadequate and much of the plumblng is the original work {again over 43 years oldl).,The new faciUlles will include
an emergency eye wash station located in the garage, new toilets and a handicar unisex bathroom. The new addition will also
provide storage lor tires, cutting edges and veh1cle lluids. sucf1 as oll and antilreezt\ Moving these items into the s orage area will
lree up more space In the garage for the garage technicians to perform maintenance and repairs.
I have ~en many positive changes since I came to the City two years ago. These changes are reffected In the seivices we provide
to the community and appreciated by the loyal employees who provide these services.
Scott Kenoyer
Fleet Service Manager

Newly-elected Councilor Davis touring the PublicWorlcs lacilityduring orientation program
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ENGINEERING BUREAU

While commercial type projects continue to represent the lion's share of construction in our community,
the percentage of these. which are tax exempt. represents 50% ol the year's total over the last lour years.
This average was exceeded during the preceding calendar year with tax exempt property reaching 69%
or all new construction. The tax-exempt properties, while largely state owned, do include several other
non-profit entities as well.

The Engineering Bureau provides professional/technical services to the City of Augusta for its infrastructure
needs relating to buildings. streets. and drainage. The Engineering Bureau is responsible for the design and
management or City projects. Engineering plays a large role in the evaluation and approval ol other private
projects, such as residential and commercial developments which are being designed and built throughout
1he City. Presently, the bureau staff includes the Cily Engineer and a Technician.

During the past live years. the number of homes constructed "on-site• (110) lagged behind the number of
manufactured units (135) placed during the same period. The dollar value ol homes constructed ·an-site"
($9,611,944) is just a little over double that of the manufactured units (S 3,871,671) presently in place. This
trend has been in place for nearly two decades.

Some of the major city projects which took place over the last year are:
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Future Projects
City Projects:
• Boothby Street Reconstruction
• Kennebec River Rail Trail· Phase II & Ill
• C.l.P. Projects as Requested by City Council
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DOT Projects:
• Western Avenue Paving
• Bond Brook Retaining Wall
• 3rd Bridge
• Memorial Bridge

lnsrallatioo of new s11eet
lights at Nor1h Water Street

10 11 12

Along with these projects throughout the City, the Engineering Pureau also provided technical assistance to other City Bureaus and
public support in the following areas:
Technical Assistance/Public Support for Boothby Street Reconstruction
• Assignment of Street Numbers
• Review of Subdivision Plans
• Review of Commercial Site Plans
• Coordination with local Utilities for Projects
• Governmental Accounting Standards
• Driveway location, and New Culve!I Approvals
Board 34 (GASB 34) Survey
• Estimate or costs

Fees From Permits
150000
100000

+--------+---\-- -,._.

56,1)),) 4

87,247.Sd
135.619.19
71,437.17
76,ll&.19
9!1,I04.81
470,141.70

Design and Construction Management Proj ects
• North Water Street Revitalization
• Phase II • Kennebec River Rail Trail
• Road Surface Management System
• Coordination of City's Interests in the Following •
• DOT Projects: 3rd Bridge
• Church Hill Road/Route 3 Traffic Signal
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We work with a variety of nationally recognized codes in the permit ptocess. which are routinely updated on a three-year basis.
The BOCA National Building Code has merged with several other national documents and is now identified as the International
Code Council which we anticipate adopting during 2003.

Records of City Public Buildings and Streets
• Topographic Information
• Right-<>l·Way l ocations
• 1939 Survey Maps
• Street Numbering Maps

• Street Descriptions
• Horizontal and Vertical Datum
• Computerized Aerial Mapping

Lionel Cayer, P. E.
City Engineer
Jerry Dostie
Civil Engineering Technician

Richard Dolby
Director

Reconstruction of North Water Street

FACILITIES & SYSTEMS
BUREAU

PLANNING BUREAU

The following report summarizes the project review activities of the Planning Board and the Planning Bureau
during 2002.

The Facilities and Systems Bureau oversees the maintenance, repairs, and required annual servicing of all the
systems that are necessary to operate the buildings overseen by this bureau. The bureau oversees the City
Center, Lithgow Library, Police Department, and the Fire Department buildings. This bureau also oversees the
streetlights leased from Central Maine Power Company, the city-owned streetlights. and also the oversight of
the traffic signal maintenance throughout the city. There are four full-time custodians. one at the Police
Department, one at the Lithgow library, and two at the City Center.
CITY CENTER
The City Center is undergoing an exterior project to reclaim the east banking that borders Arsenal Street. This
project is a joint project being undenaken by three different city bureaus. In cooperation with the Parks and
Cemeteries Bureau, the Trees and Landscaping Bureau, and the Facilities and System Bureau, we are hoping to complete the proj·
ect and the end result will be a spectacular display of vegetation and with an emphasis on low maintenance.
There was a roof restoration project completed on the City Center building in lhe beginning of the summer. This consisted of all seams
being repaired and all flashing material being replaced. Industrial Roofing Corporation of Lewiston completed this project.
LITHGOW LIBRARY
The Llthgow Library saw the installation of new carpeting throughout the entire children's area. This project was tackled in two
phases due to the fact that there are a significant amount of books and shelving units that needed to be relocated. Pomerleau's
Flooring completed this project.
We are also working to install a continuation of the Energy Management System al this facility. The installation of the system will
help to better con~ol the heating/cooling of the building and will assist in tracking the mechanical equipment operations. Siemens
Building Technologies is working with the City on this project.

MEMBERSHIP & STAFF
The Planning Board consists of up to nine (9) members, all of whom are residents of the City appointed by
the Mayor. The membership of the 2002 Board remained at a reduced level of eight (8) members the entire
year. Membership of the Board as of December 2002 is shown below:

I

We are also working to Install a continuation of the Energy Management System at this facility. The installation ol the system will
help to better control the heating of the building and will assist in tracking the mechanical equipment operations. Siemens Building
Technologies is working with the City on this project.
FIRE DEPARTMENTS
The Western Avenue station and the Hospital Street station saw the replacement of the old boilers and the Installation of new boil·
ers. Augusta Fuel Company completed this project.
STREET LIGHTS
Central Maine Power is in the process of doing a complete re-lamping of all the streetlights that are leased to the City. During this
re-lamping process, any discrepancies regarding what exists and what is being billed to the City will be modified. This will help in
keeping a true and accurate record of all the leased streetlights throughout the City.
'

Bob LaBreck
Facilities and Systems Maintenance Manager

Gautrey Musk
Kim Davis
Gregory Scott

Riehard Duncan
David Smith

City Planner Bruce Keller provided professional staffing to the Board; and tireless clerical support was again provided by Madeleine
Daniels and Anita Whitehouse within the Department of City Services. A special thanks 10 Madeleine and Anita for their truly her·
culean work on the E-911 project, creating a new E·911 address database with thousands of building addresses. identifying and map·
ping over I 00 new private rt>ads. and fielding hundreds of phone calls during implementation of the rural route address cut·over.

BOARD MEETINGS
The Planning Board held twelve (12) regular
meetings. two (2) special meetings. and two (2)
work$hop meetings in 2002, reviewing fony·
two (42) applications. The applications decided
by the Board from 2000 through 2002 are sum·
marized in the table.

POLICE DEPARTMENT
We are currently working to make a few necessary changes within the garage bay at the Police Depanment. These changes con·
sisl of widening the existing overhead door opening and installing a new overhead door.

In the communications center, the existing worn out carpeting was replaced with vinyl floor tile. The same was completed in the
reports room. We are presently preparing to install ceilings. flooring, and new lighting in four different rooms on the second floor.

Robert Corey, Chairman
Paul Hanis, Vice Chair
Barry Cote, Clerk/Secretary

PLANNING BOARD APPLICATIONS
Conditional Use (newlex!!i!nded/amended)
Rezonings (zoning mae changes)
Land Use Ordinance Text Amendments
New Subdivisions (final)
Subdivisions !amended)
Major Develoements (new/amended)
Petition/Waiver Requests

2000
32

2001
17
6

0
2
4
4

1
6
4
1

s

2002
19
2
7
4
2
6
2

NOTABLE BUREAU/PLANNING BOARD ACTIVITI ES
Completion of Rural Route Address Conversion for E·911, Including the Identification of 109 private, previously un-named roads.

UP·COM11\1G BUREAU/PLANNING BOARD PROJECTS
For 200~, the Board and staf{wlll be working on several important projects, Including: conducting a study of potential develop·
ment opponunities with a replacement o( the Memorial Bridge; updating Augusta's Comprehensive Plan; revisions to the City's sub·
dWision ordinance/technical standards; and completion of in·town E·911 mapping and addressing.

Bruce Keller
City Planner

BUREAU OF PUBLIC
WORKS
The Public Works budget for Fiscal Year 2003 totals S2,668,552. Some of the major services provided include:
• Rubbish/Recycling curbside collection
• Winter maintenance of streets and sidewalks (plowing, sanding and snow removal)
• General maintenance of all city streets and roads. such as sweeping, patching and some
minor repairs and reconstruction
• Maintenance/installation of all street and regulatory signs within the city
• Striping of the streets and crosswalks
• An annual paving program

Snow · "Some Statistics·
• Date of first plowable snow:
December 18, when 6 112· of snow fell
• Total snow for the season: 57 112 inches
• Biggest snow event of 7 112· occurred on March 21st

• 9,034 cubic yards of sandlsalt mixture were used
• Full plowing operations occurred 6 times
• Snow was hauled a total of 19 nights

Street and Sidewalk Sweeping
This is an eight (O) week annual event to rid the strecu of the winter sand accumulation and is scheduled to start once the winter
snow and ice has melted. This year it officially began on April 8th, with some sweeping of the main arterials occurring earlier due
to a lack of snow and air temperatures being warm enough for the sweepers to work. With the use of three (3) dependable street
sweepers and thanks to the cooperation of Mother Nature, the schedule was completed May 17th · one week ahead of scheduleI
All city streets and curbed sections of the country roads were swept.

In addition to street sweeping, thirty-four (34) miles of sidewalks on the arterial routes were swept by hand and with the sidewalk
power sweeper or power brooms. Included in the annual spring sweeping are all of the parking lots for both the Augusta Parking
District and the School Department. Springtime is also when we repaired most of thg_dama9e from the winter plowing operation.
Items such as lawn, fence and curb damage were repaired. This year there was considerabfy'rnore lawn damage than In previous
years due to a spring storm on March 26th when the ground had started to thaw.

Construction and Paving Season
The construction/paving season began in May and finished up in early December when the paving plants closed and frost sel in.
This year's annual paving budget of 5275,000 was spent paving the following streets and roads:
Anthony Avenue
Bunny Street
Darin Drive
l(ennison Street
So. Belfast Avenue - po<tiM

Bond 8roolc Road
Church Hill Road
Davenpon Sueet
linden S1ree1
University Drive

Bowdoin Street
Community Drive
Edward Street
Patrick Sueet
Wade Road

Brentwood Road
Cony Street Extension
Gagne Street
Quimby Street
Community Drive • -.~

Stooks Street

Cumberland Sueet
Kenneth Street
Sherwood Drive
So. Belfast Avenue - siclew<Jlk

Some construction projects outside of the routine maintenance were:
• Wade Road (gravel section) · new base gravel, alignment, ditching and culverts. Once this was completed, this section of road was paved.
• Gingras Parking Lot· fill foundation in and establish slope from Water Street to parking lot and create agreen space.
• Julianne Lane · replace and relocate existing drainage pipe.
• Quimby Street -finish loaming and seeding of properties from last yea(s project.
• Sewer Installation • 1,500' of 2• forcemain to hook the Public Works facility to A1J9usta Sanitary District's sewer line.
• Cumberland Street - reconstruct 1,000' of sidewalk.
• Davenpoll Street · reconstruct 800' of sidewalk.
• New Building Addition at Public Works · excava1e and backfill for founda1ion.
• Installed over 4,000 feet of litter control fence for the Expansion Ill project at Hatch Hill.
The following breakdown summarizes
the calls received:
• 287 calls... ..Win1er related: plowing.
sanding. snow removal

Preparations for Winter
• City street sweepers WO<ked steady during October and November to keep streets clean
from the fall foliage drop.
• All construction projects were either completed or buttoned up for the winter.
• 12,000 cubic yards of sand/salt 'vere mixed for winter.
• By November 1st all plows and sanding equipment were ready f0< the winter season.
• Training of new employees on plowing/sanding procedures.

• 124 calls .......... Spring rela1ed: crosswalk
painting. sweeping. lawn
damage
• 21 calls .. ... ... Rain events: washouts,

plugged culverts/catch basins
• 133 calls ........... Rubbish/recyding related.
• 276 calls ...........General: potholes, sl<kwatk
damage, and debris in road.
• 91 call .......... ....Patching/paving
• 8 calls .......... ....Thank you's

Street and Crosswalk Painting
Once the wealher warmed up and the streets had been swept, a street-striping firm was hired to repaint centerlines. edgelines and white
skips on the city streets and roads. This year Pirie State S~fety lines from Topsllam, Maine started the striping contract Oil June 3Jd and
completed all truck work in four nights. All the 250 crosswalks an.d 500 arrows were painted by either the cohtractoi oro\lr in·hoose personnel. using a walk behind paint machine. This hand painting Was also started on May 8th and the majority completed by JtJ!le 28th.

Rubbish/Recycling and other special curbside collections
Collectior services are offered by providing recycling one week of the month with rubbish collection provided on all other weeks.
'f1lese services, alo~g with the six (6) week Fall leaf Collection, were offered again to residents free of charge. The Spring Clean
Up ol bulky Items and Spring Leaf Collection were offere~ as a 'tee·for-service.·

Signage
Replacement of all street and road sign posts is 60% complete. The old black Iron posts are being replaced with 2' square gall/a·
nized posts. These look much better and should have a much longer Ille span as they do not require much maintenance. These new
sign posts were purchased and installed using money budgeted in the Capital Improvement Program.

Request for Services
Durin9 2002, 940 telephone calls requesting services were logged between 7:00 a.m. and 3:30 p.m., significantly fewer calls than
the previous year. Some of the reasons for this Include: the winter being less severe than 1he previous one and the roads being in
better overall shape due to the money the City has budgeted recently to improve the road infrastructure.

Arequirement of the E-911 program is that municipalities provide street signs for all streets and roads (or driveways) with two or
more houses. As a result of this, we made and installed 100-t new signs and posts. mostly to identify private ways. These were
in place by the end of October as requested by the State and the U. S. Postal Service.

Once again, with ~money allocated, we were able to complete many improvements that will benefit the community for years to come.

~sldents continue

John H. Charest
Director

to ~e dedicated recyclers. Approximately 10% of the City's residential waste is either recycled or composted.

BUREAU OF SOLID
WASTE
EXPANSION Ill AND RELATED PROJECTS
EXPANSION Ill This year saw some major chang6 in ope<ations at Hatch Hin. In November of 2001, we
began placing waste in the new Expansion 111 landfifl. Operational controls are more s1ringent than in the
past. Changes include a more intensive operation of placing daily covet material over the waste at the end
of each operating dirt and keeptng !he open operating area small to minimize windblown liner and the
amount of leachate that Is generated.
•

LEACHATE FORCE MAIN In the past, leachate was hauled in lank trucks lo Cony StJeel Extension where
it was discharged lnco the Augusca Sanicary District's sewer system for treatmenc at their plant located on
Jackson Avenue In Augusca. This year marked !he first year where all leachate generated for the landfills was
collected in the leachate pond and transported to the Augusta Sanitary Districc's sewer system located on Quimby S1ree1via a
pump/force main system.
This leachate force main has elimlnaced !ruck traffic to and from Cony Street Extension and overtime costs thac were required when
leachate had to be hauled for excended hours during peiiods of high feachace generation. The automated force main allows the sys·
tern to be concrolled remotely via compuw so the leachate pond level and operation of the pump station can be monitored at any
time withoot having to go to Hatch Hiii. This year over 9.4 million gallons of leachate was pumped through this new force main.
PURCHASES Using some of the funds available from the Hatch Hill Bond, several pieces of equipment have been purchased 10
upgrade the equipment at the landfill. This year's purchases included: a soil screen to be used for landfill cover material and com·
post, a small tractor and I·ton truck for use in the recycling area and for snow operatlons. Planned purchases in 2003 Include an
industrial vacuum liner machine (designed specifically to control windblown liner at landfills), a newer bulldozer for use In the
bulky material recycling piles and a newer loader.
ADDITIONAL IMPROVFMFNTS Other projects that were <>Ccomplished this year indooe:
- The Installation of approximately 4,000 leet of 8' high metal liner control fence around the perimeter of Expansion 111.
The intent of chis fence is to keep as much windblown litter as possible within lhe WO<king area of the landfill.
- The installation of approxima1ely 700 feet of 12' high plastic litter control fence around !he wetland and wooded area
adjacent to the landfill This project will be completed in 2003. The intent of chis fence is to prevent windblown fitter
that is not captured by !he shone< metal fence from getting into wetland and wooded areas where it is wsy diff1tult to
pkk up. These two lone< control fence prOfects represent a more intensive effort at controlling the windblown liner.
- The award of a contract to Northeast Scale of New Hampshire to install
a repface<nent truclc scale at Ha1ch Hill. The exisling scale was installed
m !he late 1970's and has served us well. However, !he existing scale
has deteriorated and it is time to replace it The new scale will be a
mechanical scale that is 10 feet longer lhan the one we are currently
using. This longer scale will accommodate the tractor·trallers that are
used to haul out most of the materials that are recycled.

lnte<mediate synthetic cover on Inactive cell of Expansion Ill

All these projects are being funded by a S9.7 million bond,
which the citizens of Augusta passed in 1998. Hatch Hill
will repay chis bond ovet the next 20 years from its annu·
al ope<ating budget. The total repayment of this bond
including interest will be SIS, 193,016. Approximately
Sl,000,000 is budgeted annually for repayment of the
bond principal and in1eresl
HATCH HILL OPERATIONS
The Hatch Hill operation is an Enterprise Fund, which
means it runs like a business within city gove<nment.
Hatch Hill depends on revenues to pay for llS operating,
capital and landfill closure costs. The majority of the rev·
enues are from "tipping fees• paid by all users of !he facil·
ity. Hatch Hill received 30,267 tons of waste in the year
2002, with 3,271 tons of this recycled or reused.
The total operating budget lot Hatch Hill fiscal year 2003 is
S2, 164,04 l. Due 10 revenue projections being less than
budgeted expenditures, this yea(s budget includes using
S142,970 from Retained Earnings to meet the needs of the facility.
An important part of the budget includes the Landfill Closure Reserve Fund. Funds are
placed in !he Closure Rese<11e annually to provide sufficient monies to close the facility
Citv's fi1st housel>old hazardous waste
and to provide 30 years of post-dosure monitoring and maintooonce, once the site ls
coll«tion
no longer used as a landfill. To date. Sl,868,584 has been placed In a reserve account
to pay for closure and monitoring of Expansion II. This year a new Closure Rese<11e Fund will be started to fund Expansion Ill closure and post-closure monitoring. At chis time. our goal is to have over SS million in this fund when Expansion Ill is full.
In closing. we are pleased with !he support we have received from !he community, allowing many positive changes at Hatch Hill
over the past couple of years. These changes will allow us to efficiently serve the users of the facilrty. provide recycling opportunitoes for many items and operate the landfill in an environmentally sound manner for many years to come.
Lesley Jones
Director

- Installation of a temporary syntlletic cover on Expansion Ill, Cell I to min·
lmize leachate generation. This marks !he first time that we have used a
plastic cover on areas of the landfill chat will not receive waste for sev·
e<al months. The cover is a thin reinforced HOPE material, similar to the
plastic sheets used to construct the liner system of the landfills. Any rain·
waler thac falls on chis intermediate synlhetic cover is collected in a con·
trolled manner and discharged as storm watet.
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AUGUSTA CIVIC
CENTER
MAJOR EVENTS DURING JULY 2001-JUNE 2002
Our twenty-ninth year of operation has been another successful one. For the ninth year in a row, the civic
center was able to finish with a posilive balance sheet. This year the building showed an increase of S21,002
in the fund balance. More than 90% of similarly operated facilities throughout the country show a negative
balance sheet at year's end.
Revenues for this year were S2,375,359. a decrease of Sl79.793, or 7% less than FY 2001. (This was the
fourth straight year that revenues exceeded the two million·dollar mark.) Operating expenses were
$2,354,357, an increase of S157, 738. or 7.2% greater than FY 2001.
The Civic Center's surplus is down from previous years due to the renovations and construction that took place
from October 2001 to December 2002. Four million and three hundred thousand dollars worth of renovations
to the building was approved by the voters in November of 2000. The following is a list of improvements:
• Ki1<hen expanded lour limes its previous size
• Air lock (storage area) was increased three times its size
• An elevator was put in off the main lobby to compliment the existing elevator in the north wing
• Installed air conditioning in main auditorium
• Installed electronic telescopic bleachers on the first level of the auditorium
• Replaced rubber-surfaced ffoor around the basketball court in the auditorium
• Expanded the Kennebec and Penobscot rooms in the front of the building
• flallened the Cushnoc theater and refurbished the entire south wing. now having the capability
of one, two or three carpeted meeting rooms.
• Built/remodeled offices adjacent lo the south wing
• Oak doors were placed on all meeting rooms and hallways
• Installed wireless internet throughout the building
• Renovated remooms in the main lobby enlarging the women's room three times its size
• Updated fire alarm system
• Completed sprinkler system throughout building

September:

Travis Tritt Concert
(Godsmack Concert cancelled on September 11)

October.

Lipizzaner Stallions

November:

Bill Cosby
U·Malne Women's Basketball Game vs. Kent State

January:

Western Maine Cheering Competition

February:

Gale Force Dance
High School Basketball Tournament
Stale High School Cheering Competition

March:

High School Basketball Class C& DState Championships

April:

Shrine Circus

May:

Republican State Convention
Democratic State Convention

June:

WNE (World Wrestling Entertainment)

Newly renovated Cushnoc Room

Newly expanded and renovated
kitchen

While kitchen construction was going on, the civic center leased the North Park Grill, a quarter of a mile down the street, from
March 1 to October 31. Though this Increased our expenses, tt enabled us to have the necessary kitchen facilities to cater functions at the Civic Center. as well as the meetings that took place al North Park. The Civic Center's kitchen was closed in the mid·
die of June and catering operated solely from North Parle until mid-October. We also rented out five rooms at that facility while
simultaneously opeiating the Civic Center; renting what rooms were available during 1he construction phase.
The Main Auditorium usage decreased by 26 days (down 10.6%) compared to FY 2001.

MAIN AUDITORIUM REPORT (JULY 1, 2001 ·JUNE 30, 2002)
Events
Days Rented
0 \Bleachers installed!
Jul~
0
August
3 (Bleache<s installed t st two weeks)
5
Se~tember
5 \Due to S~t. 11th)
9
October
13
26
November
13
25
December
8
16
Janua!:i
13
25
9
Februa!:i
22
March
11
22
10
Aeril
24
16
Ma~
25
June
13
21
11 4
TOTALS:
220

R. David Jowdry
Director

New bleachers in Main Auditoiium
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COMMUNITY SERVICES
DEPARTMENT
If anot~ name had to be given to this depanment. it would be proposed to call the Community SeivKes
DepartfMflt t~ ·Quality·of·Life Departmenl.• Each of the seven bureaus of Community Semces provides
·Qualrty-of·life· seM<es.

MISSION OF COMMUNITY SERVICES DEPARTMENT: Augusta Communny Semces DepartfMflt believes
recreational, educallOnal. ch11dcare. historical health and welfare. cultural and leisure time aclJVities enhance
the quahty of hie for citizens of this community. We are dedicated to protecting. preseiving and enhancing our
pali< system and natural resources. We meet the demands of the community through effective use of financial
and human resources. Our professional staff and volunteers design and deliver quality activities and services to
all people. We are committed 10 sound fiscal policies. There are a number of administrative and operational
functions and activities the staff of the Community Services Department does 10 carry out the mission of the department Nol all·indu·
sive Is a lisl of whal we do and how we do it. We provide critical links between the City Manage(s Office, City Council and Bureaus;
provide clerical. adminis1rative and budget support as well as management oversight 10 seven b\Jreaus; work with and coordinale
aC1ivities wilh olher City depanments; assisl In allocaling human, fiscal and physical resoorces; assist City Manager with projeC1 work;
provide technical and professional support 10 City Council. So important Is 1he need to communicate with the public. w11lch Includes
taxpayers. residents. businesses as well as the social and service organiza1ions. We also work to create an environment 1ha1enhances
and encourages staff development and performance; and provide support to various boards and comminees. We s1rive to provide the
best possible customer service 10 the citizens ofAugusta and laslly enhance the quality·of·life of the residen1s of Augusta.
BICENTENNIAL NATUR E PARK: On July 14, 2001 the Ci1y ofAugusta opened Bicentennial Nalure Park. The first abridged sea·
son was a resounding success. The City opened Bicen1ennial Nalure Park for its S«Ond season Memorial Day weekend. Numerous
improvements were added to the park this year as part of the development of this resource. The improvements made this year are;
the dock area was e~panded, a large raft was placed In the middle of the swimming area, a well was dug and the park has polable
wale<. ba1hrooms were built and picnic grills were installed. Additionally, the trail system was expanded to accommodate a carry·
in canoe and kayak launch. Changes In the operating policy were approved this year by City Council. There is now a nominal admls·
sion fee in place for park users. Users pay either a dally fee or can purchase a season pass. Regardless. no resident of Augusta will
ever be denied access lo the park as a result of one's ability to pay. Fee waivers are available for any resident who feels they can·
not pay to enjoy the grandeur of this iremendous pali<. Addilionally. City Cooncil approved rhe pali< for launching a llmited num·
ber of canoes and kayaks. The limiled number of canoes and kayaks allowed will not have an a«Mrse impact upon the resource
of Three COTOfled Pond or !he seasonal or year·round residents of the pond. The City gratefully acknowledges and thanks all mem·
bers of the Three COTOfled Pond Association who have been involved with
1he development of the Bicentennial Nature Pali<. This tremendous resource
betoogs to all Augusta residents and it is oor goal to conbnue to grow this
park in a social and environmentally responsible manner. You can be proud
of your park. It had a very successful second year. We fool< forward to a great
season in 2003!

YMCA REFERENDUM: This past November the residents or Augusta spoke
loud and clear in an affirmative vote authorizing City Council to sell city land
located al Capitol Park for the purpose of building a new YMCA al the site
overlooking the Kennebec River. Now the work begins, as 1here are federal
deed restrictions to the land in question that need to be satisfied before 1he
project can be completed. While this is work, It is a job that can be done
and federal concerns and restrictions will be satisfactorily mitigated.
EDWARDS Mill SITE: The Capital Riverfront Improvement Disttict (CRID)
commissioned a planning exercise for the purpose of developing conceptual park plans
for the Edwards Mill site. The exercise resulted in an incredibly exciling plan that once
built will b<l one of the City's crown j~ls. To 1ha1end, tho City took complete and full
ownership of the area in May of 2002. All of the mem~s of CRID can b4 extremely proud
of their collective accomplishments for the Edwards Mill site endeavor
I encourage you to review each ooreau's annual report to gain a greater undemanding
and appreciation of what each bureau provides the residents of Augusta. The Community

BOARDS AND COMMITIEES:
Conservation Commission
Augusta Tree Board
Lithgow Library Board o!Trustees
Old Fort Western Board ofTrustees
Cable TV Committee
Recreation Committee

Seivices Department staff work with a number of boards and committees made up (for
the most part) of Augusta residents. It is through these boards and committees !hat we
get much of oor direction and input. These stal<eholdefs help oot immensely by providing
us with a great deal of time. commitment. energy. expertise and perspective that helps us oot immensely. Without these individu·
als and collective groups. it would be far more difficult to provide tilt services that we do. The Community Services Department
also wori<s with numerous ad-hoc committees and ex1emal organizations. It is with great pleasure f submit the following bureau
annual repons of !he Community Seivices Department as presenled by each Bureau Director.

CHILDCARE

This marts the I 0th year that the City of Augusta has been offering Before
and After·School Childcare Programs. Much has changed since 1992, when
the program was first offered al Lincoln S<hool. and we had 25 children
enrolled with two staff persons. In 2002, the program is offered at Lincoln,
Gilbert, and Farrington Schools. There are 1SO children enrolled and 15 staff
persons.
The Childcare Bureau ls supported totally by parent fees. state
childcare subsidies and grant sources. No city tax dollars are
involved.
All school age programs are different depending on population, number of children,
space, facility, type of program, staff training and leadership. In spite of these differ·
ences. people who work with children share an ultimate goal of helping all children
develop to their fullest potential. Although Individual organizations have different
names, they are united In their goals to Increase both the number of school·age chil·
dren receiving care and the quality of care. Training of school·age staff. increasing
public awareness of the need, and advocating in local and state governments are a part of the work that must be done by school·
age childcare professionals now and In the future.
On October 11, 2002, the Childcare Bureau hosted the Lights on After School event located al Lincoln Elementary School. This Is a
national event joining other after-school programs across the country in turning on light5 and rallying community support for after·
school Jl(ograms. Old fort Western staff performed a flag raising ceremony and led the group in the Pledge of Allegiance. Other
activities included a coat and blanket drive for the homeless. art displays. coloring and writing contesi Families First display, and
food and bcvoragcs.
Karen Cox
DireC1or

OLD FORT WESTERN

Old fort Western's mission is to • proteci preserve, and interpret Ille historic site and structures of fort Western
(1754to1810), thebirthplaceof Augusta, and to relate that inteq><etation tlvoughcollections. pr~ng. and
research. to the histOfY of the Kennebec River Val~ Maine. and New England.· The fort's main house, a National
Historic landmark. will be 250 years old in 2004. A numbef of particul.Jrfy significant gains were made during
2002 in regards to the accomplisl1ment of the mission and in preparation lo< the anniw<sary observance.
Having the main house in the best possible condition by the start of 2004 is goal number one on the Trus1ee's
current long·range plan. High cellar moislUle levels remain the single most-significant preservation chal·
lenge. Having repaired the main house perimeter drain system in 2001, during 2002 the Trustee's oversaw
the lnstallatloo of vapor barriers over both main house cellar floors. Meant to be effective rather than attra~
tive or historically accurate, the barriers appear to be doing their Jo~. Digital humidity readings for December 2002 1~re the low·
est in two years and hopefully will continue to go down. True success will have been reached when the moisture content of the
original first·floor main house framing members can be l)lalntained at below 20 per cent. Thq recenl anonymous donation of a
wood moisture-content meter will help 10 monitor progress In this important area.
Acquiring, conseivlng. exhibiting and )nterpre/ing the best possible Old Fo11 Wes\en\·speciftc collection ~lso is lop goal on lhe anniversary plan. To that end, during 200) the Fort obtained Its ~Q~d original Howard·store ;Kcou~t book. this one covering store operations
during the late 1780s and early 1790s. filled with information detalling not only Fort
history but evidence of the quality and complexity of life in early Augusta, the a~count
book will, when its con1f!Vation is completed. help visitors better understand the Oii·
gins and continuing Impact of retail economk actiVity in the Kennebec River valley.

J

Expanding and improving public programming at the Fort is another important long·
range goal. Thanks to support from the Twenty·First Century Learning Center grant
progr<lm. Old Fort w~tPm wa~ ahlP tn in1rnrlUfP ;ind continu~ to Opetr\te ahet

school History Clubs at the Buker and Hodgkins Middle Schools. More than a "rehash· of regul.lr fort program content or simply a homework aide, the H1StOfY Clubs
are designed to help improve student performance by stimulating and satisfying stu·
dent curiosity in inter-disciplinary, experimental, and safe ways using the Humanities
to show just how "connected" everything is.About IS studen1S partkipate regulal·
ly. The fort hopes to expand the program to the elementary schools next year.
During 2002, the Trustees also continued to work to diversify the Fort's sources of financial suppon. The fort's amual campaign
raised just under S20,000 for the year. Another S41,549 in g<ant funds and donations was contribuled. Thirty other~ and/or
volunteers donated in-kind services wooh some SS.000. Membersl11p income. 100, aclded value to the City's investment in the fort.
Augusta members received a new membersliip benefit: They may now bring unlimited numbers of visitors to the fort free-of-charge.
Finally, in the belief that expanding and supporting area tou11sm can yield not only increased fort admission revenues but also stim·
ul.lte local economic activity, Old Fort Western. using non·City funds. installed a new Fort sign on Cony Street and acquired the for·
mer Go Augusta trolleys. In concert with a number of other initiatives. it is hoped that the sign and the trolleys will better serve
current visitors (and local residents) and help to anract new visitors to Augusta and the capital area.
Au9usta residents Jane Coryell and Judy DeAngelis went off t~e Board of Trtlstees during 2002. Bruce Kirkham, Lance Tapley, and
Ed Heath were named to the Board. We thank them, the other Augusta Trustees. all Fort members. contributors, and donors, City
staff, and all other Augusta residents for their continuing support and confidence and urge everyQIJe to Visit the Fort and/or become
Involved as we move together towards the 2004 anniversary year.
Jay Adams
Director and Curator
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LITHGOW PUBLIC
LIBRARY

HEALTH AND WELFARE
BUREAU

"At a meeting of the l rustees held July 14, 1891, a circular letter was prepared setting forth the condition and
needs of the library, and sent to a goodly number of Augusta citizens, and to natives of Augusta residing
elsewhere, making an appeal for cooperation .... lhe library received many excellent accessions from donations by generous well-wishers...and 1he handsome foundation sum that was collected warranted the full
assurance that thenceforth the people of Augusta were 10 have a public library, sufficient for the community
and an object of pride as a local institution.·

lhe Bureau ol Health and Welfare administers the General Assistance Program for the City of Augusta.
General Assistance is a program mandated by stale legislation, which requires municipalities to provide
immediate help to eligible people present in their community who do not have sufficient money or other
means to obtain the most basic necessities essential to maintaining a household, such as food, rent, fuel, util·
ities, medications and personal care items. Eligibility is primarily contingent on available income and
resources and on compliance with ongoing program requirements aimed at achieving self-reliance.

- Charles E. Nash, Secretary to the Lithgow library Building Committee, 1896.

The program is intended lo be a short·terrn program 10 assist people temporarily until other resources can
be obtained for them or they can resume their usual ability to be sell-supporting. The outstanding charac·
teristic of the General Assistance Program that sets it apart from all other financial aid programs is the abil·
ity to furnish assistance immediately (within 24 hours or less), without lengthy processing requirements.

In its 107th year of service to the Augusta community, the
Lithgow Public Library:
• Attracted 110,800 visitors. a 9.6% Increase over last year
• Circulated 9.So/o more books, periodicals and audiovisual materials than in
2001 for a total of 133,000; 34% of those were borrowed from the chil·
dren's section
• Answered over 7,000 reference questions. 17% by phone and e·mail
• Provicfed 10,400 hours of usage on 6 public access computers

PARKS & CEMETERIES
BUREAU
The year 2002 was a very busy one for the Parks and Cemeteries Bureau.
The flower gardens flourished again this year with the soil amendments the bureau continues to apply and the
maturity of perennials used. We hall\? had many calls from the public telling us how much they enjoy them.
Waiting in traffic at the rotaries was not as frustrating, so we were told, because of these gardens. Calls like this
make our job very worthwhile. Karen Cadwell, again, designed and planted these gardens. Full·time maintenance
of th~ gardens is a must, and I am committed to the continuation and improvement of our program. The major·
ity of the annuals in the City flower gardens were again donated by Scott Longfellow of Longfellow's
Greenhouses in Manchester. This translates into a tremendous savings for the city. Without his generosity, we
would not be able to have this beautification program.

The City's very dedicated, full·time parks crew consists of Dan Gerrard, Cemetery Foreman; Getard Vigue, Parks ~reman; Andy Chavarie
and George Caret, Skilled Laborers. Together with the seasonal laborets. lhey maintain all the City's green spaces. This includes play·
grounds, swimming pools, tennis courts. basketball courts, athletic fields. and parks. Under a contract with the School DepartmenL the
sdiool grounds, including ail middle school and high school athletic fields. were maintained by the City Par1<s Bureau. The crew also
installed the new playground equipment at Hussey School last fail.
A new joint venture this year has been assisting the Pine Tree State Alborelllm with cross country ski trail grooming. This has resulted
in better maintenance of the beautiful five·mile trail system. If you hall\? not skied hete before, you are missing out on a wonderful and
inexpensive family outing.
Most of our skateboard park ramps on Gage Street were resurfaced this past year with anew material to provide a longer lasting and safer
surface. We will resurface the remaining ramps in the next fiscal year. 011\?r the long range. it will be a tremendous savings to the city. Also
at Gage Street Park, the completion of the Sanitary District prnject has also brought completion to our park impr0111?ments- 8y bringing this
area to a level parl<, we have been able to put in a BMS bike track around the perimeter. It will be fine-tuned in the spring of 2003.
Dur new park signage project is almost complete. With the financial assistance of the Conservation Commission, we were able to install
most of the par1<s' new signs. We feel that these signs have been a big improvement to the aesthetics of the city's parks. In the sum·
mer of 2003, the remainder of the signs will be Installed.
United Way Day of Caring again provided extensive cleanup of the Greenway, painting of dock~ and brush cutting at Bicentennial Park.
Through the joint efforts of 1he parks crew and approximately 300 Cony High School students many impro\/ements were made.
One of our major undertakings this past year was the resetting of more than 100 stones that were vandalized. At a cost-savings of more
than SS,000. the city parks crew reset most of them. A contractor had to reset only a few of the huge monuments.

Some cemetery projects during 2002 were:
• Continuation of removal and trimming of overgrown shrubs in Mt. Hope and ~rest Grove cemeteries. When this is completed,
there will be a replacement 1><ogram. This will assure an aesthetically pleasing, as well as a low maintenance, setting
• Memorial Day preparations
•Thirty new trees planted at ~rest Grove. Mt. Hope. Cony, and Mt. Vernon Cemeteries.

Other projects during 2002:
• Holiday decoration expansion to North Water Street
• Downtown tree lighting coordination
• New dugouts at Capitol Park softball field
• New gateat Calumet Parle
• New planter at Memorial Park
• New storage building at Public Works complex
• 4th of July Rreworks
• Continued maintenance of Blaine Memorial Park by
contract with the State
CEMETERIES
There are 17 dty-owned cemeteries under the bureau's
jurisdiction. They are:
Mt. Hope · Winthrop Street (On the right going up the hill)
Mt. Pleasant· Winthrop Street (Section of Mt. Hope)
Bien Venue · Winthrop Street (Section of Mt. Hope)
Mt. Vernon ·Winthrop Street (Section of Mt. Hope)
~rest Grove· Winthrop Street & Green Street (left going up the hill)
Fuller Extension ·Winthrop Street (Section of ~rest Groll\?)
Coombs Mills· Oakland·Mt.Vernon Roads
Riverside • Bangor Street
Wall· RiVl<t>ide Drive
Cottles • New Belgrade Road
Brackett • Did Belgrade Road
Cummings • Eight Rod Road
Kling -West Rilll?r Roa(!
Townsend • Townsend Road
Bolton Hill • North Belfast Alll?nue
Mud Mill • Mud Mill Road
Knight - Outer Hospital Street
St. Mal)"i ·Augusta (by contract with St. Mary's)

Anna D. Blodgett
Director

There were 86 burials
during 2002:
Kling· 5
Mt. Hope-36
Mt. Pleasant • 3
~rest Groll\?· 20
Fuller Extension • 4
Riverside • 5
Wall·4
Bolton Hill • 3
Coombs· 1
Bien Venue • 3
St. Mary's· 2

• foundations for new monuments
• Setting of golll?mment marketS
• Fertilization of many areas
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RECREATION BUREAU

TREES & LANDSCAPE
BUREAU

The start of the 21st Century marked the fifth decade of operation for the Recreation Bureau. A number
of indoor activities were scheduled as over 60 youth and adult basketball teams participated in leagues
and tournaments. two adult volleyball programs were offered and kickball and indoor soccer programs
were busy. Many of these activities were made possible through the cooperation of the Augusta School
Department, which makes the gyms available for use for recreational programs. The pools and playgrounds
were active again during the summer. Arts and crafts. sports and games were offered on the playgrounds
as well as swimming lessons and excursions to movies and roller-skating. The Farrington Family Festival
performing artist series offered eight chances to see musicians, magicians and theater performances
geared toward the family. The Waterfront Wednesday Concerts were all scheduled in the evenings at the
Waterfront Park with the Cony High School Auditorium being used as a rain site twice during the eight-week
season. Softball continued to be popular with several leagues and tournaments being held. Augusta Recreation had 26 co-recre·
ation teams and 12 men's teams Involve.Ii In league play. We continue to have the largest fall softball league in the State of
Maine. Augusta's Capital Mainiacs youth girl's softball teams defended their fast pitch softball state championship titles In the
lO·under. 12·under. and 141under divisions. Augusta hosted a men's state softball championship tournament with over 50
teams entei ed· Senior citizen excursions and exercise classes were again popular throughout the year. Over 40 trips were offered
throughout Maine and New England With a weekend trip to Quebec City, one of the highlights of the trip schedule. The senior
picnic feah(red ·sister Moon ' p,,s entertainment. Avariety of sports clinics and sports leagues were offered throughout th.e summer and scHool year including track and field, soccer, boys and girls basketball, fiefd hockey, golf, football, tennis, lacrosse, swim·
ming and softball. Fall competitions Included The Halloween Window Painting Contest, three soccer leagues. field hockey, three
age groups of contact football for youth as well as a touch football league for adults. Many of these leagues would not be pos·
slble without the support of our volunteer coaches through their donated time and the support of our businesses that ffnancially sponsJr leagues and tournaments. Cooperation with local sports associations and service clubs also helps to expand pro·
gram o(ferinqs through the s~11rlng of facllltle~ and 01ber resources. The flecreatlon and Parks Master Plan was completed in the
year 2000 an? wiJ{ be implemented throuqhout the next decade.
Peter Marczak
Superintendent

The Bureau of Trees and Landscape has continued to have a busy year as we continue to
promote, preserve and protect the trees within our community forest.
As a result of the forest management plans that were completed in 2001, we have begun
implementing recommendations on the Pleasant Hill property. The first step in this process
has been a 40·acre harvesting within the 200-acre parcel of the dead, dying and diseased
trees. Removal of these low quality trees has allowed the initial steps of proper management to begin. We will continue to harvest small sections of the forest ove< the next few
years to ine<ease the quality of the timber. improve the wildlife and recreational opportu·
nities on this piece of land, as well as promote proper forest management.
We have also been busy partnering with the Augusta Tree Board on a number of projects. One
of these projects has been the initiation and coordination of the first "Teen Tree Steward' pro·
gram In the state. In conjunction with the Augusta Tree Board, Cony High School students
and staff at The Ed~ a six·week training course was developed that auracted nearly a dozen
students. •Graduation• occurred during Arbor Month, when the Teen Tree Stewards. Augusta Tree Board members. staff from Maine
Department of Transportation and other volunteers planted 40 trees along Northern Avenue. Anumber of these students helped with com·
munity forest!)' p1ojects over the summer as well with pruning Invasive species along the Greenways Trail and pruning young trees along
the right of ways.
Overall, this program has helped to continue to raise awareness to the importance trees play in our lives and to help citizens
understand the important role they play to ensure trees are a part of our lives here in Augusta. We can make this a thriving com·
munity to work, llve and play.
11\e Bureau was also foctunate to have a summer student Intern, Brian Miller. This was made possible with support from the Augusta Tree
Board. Brian was a tremendous asset to the community's tree program. Brian
had the daunting task of watering trees. mulching trees. pruning trees. micro
cl\lpjling trees and oversaw the •Tree Keeper Upper1Program· that was
Another major accomplishment for the
through the Augusta childcare program.
Bureau of Trees and Landscape was a grant
from the Maine Forest Service. This grant
allowed us to complete the following:

• Repair of ice stonn damage on school grounds
• 66 trees were removed
· 35 were pruned
• Completed tree work at Pleasant Hill
· 100 trees were removed
· 189 trees were pruned
• Street tree pruning wetk
· 117 trees pruned
· 2 removals

MAY 1llh. Teen Tree Steward fltt planting projecr
Oii

NoaMrn A11'tnue

• Completed plantings
· 10 trees along Water Street
• 30 trees in cemeteries
• Micro chipped t SO public-owned trees
• Completed pruning at Forest Grove Cemetery
· 60 trees proned

ASSESSOR'S REPORT

TREE BOARD

The year 2002 was a very successful year for the Augusta Tree Board. In conjundion

During the 2002 calendar year. this office processed 727 deeds and 619 mortgages. The majority of the sales
were single-family homes with an ave<age sale price of $76, 700; there were 240 residential sales and 17
commercial sales during 2002. Based on the current ratio study for residential property, the average assessment
ratio is 87% of market value.

with the City ofAugusta Bureau of Trees and Landscape, the Augusta Tree Board mem·
bers participated in the Augusta Tree Steward Program designed to educate members of
the community about the importance of trees. Participants learned about insects and
diseases. identifying proper soils, and were given hands on instruction of proper prun·
ing techniques, The Augus1<1 Tree Steward Program •.as designed as a "train the train·
e<" program in which participants are now able to meet with members of the community and pass along their knowledge.
The Augusta Tree Board is excited to report that the City of Augusta Bureau ofTrees and
Landscape is the first in the state to install microchips within the bole of the tree in an
effort to colled data. During the summe< months. City Foreste< tish carr and Brian Miller. a Cony High Sdlool student intern, installed
150 microchips in the trees along Water Street and throughout the Westside neighborhood.
Once again, Mayor Oowling proclaimed the month of May to be Arbor Month. During this month, the Augusta Tree Board sponsored
six tree plantings at local schools. The Board also continued its annual support of the Cony High art students. Each year the senior art
class prepares wood cuts emphasizing the beauty of trees. The artwork is then framed and placed on display at City Cente< for the dura·
tion of the month.
Mayor Oowling also proclaimed Odober as Community Forestry Month. As part of the celebration, the Board hosted the 3rd annual
Augusta Came<a Club exhibit at City Center. Came<a Club members photograph Augusta's beautiful and scenic areas. The photographs
remain on display for the month of Odober.
The .A,ugusta Tree Board worked with the National Tree Trust in its celebration of planting its 10 millionth tree. On November 21st. all
50 states joined inlhe festivities and planted a tree. In Maine. the tree was gM!n a "virtual" planting since the ground was frozen. The
tree will be planted in the spring of 2003.
In December 2002, the Board participated in the City of Augusta's Annual Holi<lay Tree Lighting Ceremony in downtown Augusta. 8oard
members passed out 100 Balsam fir seedlings in an effort to raise awareness of the importance of trees. The event was a success:.com·
munity residents were excited about receiving seedlings and had many questions regarding tips for planting.
The Millennium Tree Challenge continued into the year 2002. Revenue raised
from this venture assists the Augusta Tree Board in the purchase of both trees
and equipment. In conjundion with the Bureau of Trees and landscape, the
Board has used the revenue to employ Evan Stout. a college intern rrom the
Unive<Sity of Maine system. Board membets had an opportunity to meet and
welcome Evan during the memorial tree plantings at the Elks Lodge and the
Maine Veteran's Cemetery.
The Augusta Tree Board would like to take this opportunity to thank Norm
Elvin for all of his dedication, perseverance and determination as Chair of the
Tree Board. Norm has led the Board to great accomplishments.. Norm has
agreed to cemaln on the Board and continues to be a valuable me!f1ber.
During the Spring of 2003, the Board will plant a tree in honor of Norm's con·
lributions.
Kirsten Hebert
Cliairpetson

This was the fifth year for the Maine Resident Homestead Property Tax Exemption. The total numbet of exemp·
tions for this program was 4,404. The total valuation of all tax exemptions induding veterans. blinds. parsonages
and homesteads was S35.530,100.
This office oVe<Sees 8,516 taxable real estate accounts with a total taxable value of S815, 134,900 (after exemp·
tions}; 1.027 taxable personal property accounts with a total taxable value of S120,636,100. We also have 412
accounts that are totally exempt with a total value of $262,257,000.
For 2002-2003 tax year. there was an overall increase in taxable valuation of $15,886,800 as compared to the previous year's increase
of S22,177,500. The summary of valuation changes by category for the year is as follows:

INCREASES

Commercial Properties
Residential Properties
New Single-Family
New Mobile Homes
Miscellaneous Increases
Personal Properties
TOTAL INCREASES

DECREASES

$23,676,800
1,398,900
1,731,000
581,500
1,519,800
13,322,900
$42,230,900

Commercial Properties
Residential Properties
Demolitions/Fire
Taxable to Exempt
Miscellaneous Decreases
Personal Property
TOTAL DECREASES

$8,484,400
370,800
673,000
2,237,400
3,080,700
11,497,800
$26,344,100

Ta)lp:iyer by Category ln Augusta
200l·:ZOOJ Fiscal Year
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INFORMATION SYSTEMS
BUREAU

CITY OF AUGUSTA, MAINE

Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in f und Balances
All Government Fund Types and Expendable Trust funds
Year ended June 30, 2002 {with comparative totals for the year ended June 30, 2001)
Governmental Fund IXB~~
Special
Capital
General
Revenue
Projects

WEB SITE

In 2002, the City web site continued operating with near-constant uptime, providing a growing number of
resources for onllne visitors. Users near and far can now obtain the following new information:
• Online up·IO·date propeity infomiation, including assessed value, tax bills, and unique specifi·
cations on lots such as size, structures, etc.
• An entirely re-designed Economic and Community Oevelopment section, engineered lo draw
new businesses lo the City as well as assist tourists and potential new residents. It also spot·
lights recent initiatives to revitalize key areas within the City.
• City Council meeting agendas and minutes are now available onllne.
• Expanded content in the Calendar area highlighting events and meetings within the City, such as
recreation programs.
In addition, the web server is continually hosting additional domains for various bureaus and departments, reducing the costs associat·
ed with web hosting by centrally managing sites.
James Andetberg
Director

AUDIT BUREAU
The Audit Bureau oversees al\d admlnlstetS the City's financial and accounting system for the General Fund, Special Revenues, Grants.
Capital Projects, Enterprise Funds, and lntetSecvice Fund.
Bureau staff indu~ lhe City Auditori Deputy Auditor. and Audit Clerk. We are continuing lo explore different options in order 10 sim·
plify reporting procedures to reduce paperwork Our primary goal is 10 continue to receive dean audit opinions and 10 keep all account·
ing controls in place as required by City Charter. Federal, and State Law.
Diane White
Director

Revenues:
Taxes
licenses and permits
Intergovernmental
Tuilion and other charges~ucation
Charges for services-City
Fees and fines
Unclassified
Investment earnings
Total revenues

24,638,041
178.492
15,164,557
1,780.132
228,541
44,301
757,532
608,637
43.400,233

Expenditures:
Current
General Government
Public Safety
Finance and Administration
City Services
Education
Community Services
Development
Insurance and fringe benefits
Olller fixed charges
Unclassified
Debt service (excluding education)
Capital Outlay
Total expenditures

1,393,480
4,771,026
734,239
3,001 ,316
24,816,342
2,058,400

Excess !deficiency) of revenues
over under) expenditures

2,411,285

2,764,365

136,985

5.518,150

136,985

5,335
5,335

Totals
(Memorandum Only)
2002
2001
24,980,541
178.492
17,575,842
1.780,132
228,541
44,301
3,658,882
613,972
49,060,703

24,918,540
180,316
17,398,361
1,573, 192
205,948
37,325
2,438,675
982,067
47,734.424

1,479,817
4,333.753
732,150
3,069,726
25,379.327
3,214,670
741,669
1,358,558
2,010,698
2,399,049
1,053,031
2.374.400
48,146,848
(412,424)

1,559,832
2,119,236
1,088,768
1,210.712
301,359
43,054,710

5,543,030

681,559
681,559

2,329

1,393,480
4,771,026
734,239
3,001,316
25,022,026
3,810,782
342,500
1,559,832
2, 119,236
2,333,561
1,210,712
982,918
49,281,628

345,523

(24,880)

(544,574)

3,006

(220,925)

2,203,355
1,752,382
342,500

2,329

1,244,793

350,000
350,000

Excess (deficiency) of revenues
and other financing sour<es
(uses) over {under) expendilures

695,523

(24,880)

(544,574)

7,918,61 7
4,647

1,367,997
130,255

7,923,264
5,046

s 8,623,833

Fund balances, end of year

Expendable
Trust

342,500

Other financing sources and uses:
Bond Proceeds
Proceeds from lease Obligations
Operating TransfetS · in
Total other financing sources and uses

Fund balances, beginning of year
Prior eenod adjustment
Fund balances, beginning of year
as restated
Residual equity transfer

£illlKim'
fl1n.!!..Iru

820,000
158,605
350,000
350,000

978,605

3,006

129,075

566,181

1,243,800

59,235

10,589,649
134,902

18,593,325
(8,569,857)

1,498,252
(5,046)

1.243,800

59,235

10.724,551

10,023,468

1,468,326

699,226

62,241

10,853,626

t0,589,649

CoPIM of the entlrt fl:t\andat repon are available foe 1eviav in the City Maoagf('s offlct.

CITY OF AUGUSTA, MAINE

CITY OF AUGUSTA, MAINE

Combined Balance Sheet
All Fund Types and Account Groups
June 30, 2002
(with comparative totals for June 30, 2001)

Combined Balance Sheet
All Fund Types and Account Groups

filJcialy

Goyernmental fund~

Special
General

Revenue

863,534
tl,1 87,497

88,864

Assets
Cash
Investments
Receivables:
Taxes receivable
Tax liens
Accounts receivable, net of allowance
Due from otller governments
Notes receivable
lnterfund loans receivable
Prepaid exp<!nses
lnven1ories

ftxed assets (n e~ wflere applicable, of accumulated depreciation)
Amount to be provided for Maine State Retirement liability
Amount to be provided for retirement of general long·term debt
Amount to be provided for ac<rued comPE<1sated absences
Amount to be provided for retirement of <apital leases
Total assets

9t0,694
296,666
578,361
4,45t,2t8
270,458
2,543

t04,340
t47,296
482,942
867.076

Capital
Projects

~

Enterprise

lnwnal
Servi<•

414,949
7,718,719

Acrount Groopj

Gene<al
Long·term
Otbt

G.ne<al
fixed Assets

268,273
692,082

692

467,443

t20,75t

717,499

t29,943
t0,623
18,090
12,729,547

55t,793

53,268

biJ:K!I

Trust and
Agency

209

138,911
t,342,073

4t,8t0,630
13,t82,872
8,098,600
t,057,889
208,236
22.547,597

Totals
IM!morand!Jm Ody)
2002

2001

t,635,620
20,598,298

1,306,863
26,533,365

9t0,694
296,666
1,271,587
t47,296
482,942
6,717,738
281,081
212,8t2
55,882,250
13,182,872
8,098,600
t,057,889
208,236
110,984,581

886,718
262,982
8t7,264
330,000
344,282
5,403,428
t53,3t9
m,637
50,603,461
t3,063,004
9,328,473
t,064,719
335,449
110,665,964

2,454,729
t,777,340
1,960,402
3,788,084
799,000
22,542
5,403,428
13,063,004
22,843,473
797,300

s 19,560,971

1,743,786

718, 191

21,489,314

2, 153,528

1,257,647
1,706,092
702,255

93,199
144,298
3.743

t8,965

509,282
41,226
t47,480
3,868,584

4,865
25,593

1,057,889

950,000
22,935
6,298,209

34,220

13,030,000
128,030

216,51 1

13,182,872
8,098,600
208,236

2,0t7,752
1,896,481
t,936,960
3,868,584
950,000
22,935
6,717,738
13, t82,872
2t,t28.600
552,777

tS.109,91 1

246,696

22,547,597

52,274.699

51,909,301

11,70t

529,566

54t,267
4t,81 0,630

667,209
4t,779,501

4,494,520

3,853,.340

482,942
657,248
53,268
1,078.062

344,282
622,252
54,178
683,170

t,511,729
1,181,513
6,897,703

1,508,642
t,102,996
7,t4t,09t

4t,8t0,630

58,709,882

57,756,662

41,810,630

110,984,581

110,665,964

960,564

41,810,630

Liabilities and Fund Equity
liabilities:

Accounts payable
Accrued wages and benefits payable
Accrued compensated absences
A<uued liability for 1.Jndfill dosure and postclosure costs
Deferred revenue
Taxes received in advance

lnterfund loans payable
Maine State Retirement liability
8onds and notes payable
Capital leases payable
Total llabllilies

10,937,t38

27S,460

385,309

t8,965

Fund equity:
Contribu1ed capital
Investment in genernl fixed assets
Retained eamings:
Unreserved
fu nd balances;

Total fund equity
Total liabilities and fund equity

138,659

4t,8t0,630
3,117,527

t,376,993

482,942

Reserved for non·current Joans receivables

Reserved for enclowments
Reserved for inventory
Reserved for en<umbrances
Unreserved:
Designated
Undesignated-School
Undeslgnatecl-(ity

138,659

657,248

t,073,907

53,268
4,155

1,261,554
668,498
5,619,874

349,358
578,603

699,226

8 ,623,833

t,468,316

699,216

s 19,560,971

250,115

1,743,786

t64,6S7

718, 19t

3,379,403
21,489,314

t,906,5S9
2, 153,S28

82t,905
960,564

22,547,597

Copies of 1he entire financial report are available for review in the City Manage( s office.
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VOTER REGISTRATION

CITY CLERK'S OFFICE

The following is the Annual Repon for the Office of the City Clerk/Registrar covering the period January 1, 2002 through December
31, 2002. Activities represented are Vital Statistics; i.e.. binhs, deaths. marriages; State of Maine and City of Augusta licenses and
permits; election results and voter registration statistics following the annual Municipal and State of Maine elections held
November 5, 2002.

OFFICIAL CERTIFICATE OF RESULTS
MUNICIPAL ELECTION NOVEMBER S, 2002
WARDS
COUNCIL, AT-lARGE
Cheever, David Robert
Da~is, Kimberly l.

We have experienced decrease5 in all vital records this past year. This trend seems to follow with the number of licensed dogs, as
well as fish and game licenses. A possible explanation would be the dec1ease in population and the number of licensed agents in
the city and elsewhere who are now permitted to issue fish and game licenses.

We will continue our commitment to modernization and implementation of efficiencies. Ongoing projects include updating of
computer files. voter purge and organization of all records into an automated, cohesive and safe filing system. Also underway
are continued communications with various state agencies to coordinate mutual Interests and areas of responsibilities.

Cherie Frith
City Clerk

2

3

4

CPP'

TOTALS

589
635

399
896

523
724

520
932

496
700

2,527
3,887

COUNCIL, WARD 1
Sotir. Thomas

1,127

-

-

-

289

1,416

COUNCIL, WARD 4
Foster, Karen D.

-

-

-

1,422

312

1,734

1,212

1,220

1,383

1,181

6,157

BOARD OF EDUCATION, AHARGE
Barnes, Richard Carl
675
Silsby. Kimberly w.
54.6

530
750

625
616

713
741

5'99
5'07

3,1 42
3,160

BOARD OF EDUCATION, WARD 2
Campbell, Susan 8.
Clarke, Wayne 0., II
-

768
55B

-

-

198
131

966
689

BOARD OF EDUCATION, CHAIRPERSON
Burney, William D., Jr.
1,161

1/1/2002 - 12/31/2002 STATISTICS
Annulment
0
Birdls Recorded
5SO'
Deaths RecOfded
508"
Delayed Bir1l1
0
Depositions
so
Fetal Deaths
0
Marriages
204
Dog licenses:
Males/Females
260
1,209
Sp. Females/N, Males
4
Kennels
15
Replacement licenses
Inc_ Ovlc Organization Liq. lie.
t
Junkyard Pt<mits
2
Lunchmobile Licenses
8
Mass Outdoor Gathering
1
Name Transfer
1
1
Pawnbrokerlicense
SpecialAmusement Permits
17
41
Taxi Driver's licenses
Transient Sellers
2
Vinous LiqUOf Licenses
3
7
Tattoo licenses
Se<viceJSearch/Rescue Dogs
2

1

Address Transle<s
Automobile Graveyard Permit
Beano Permits

Billiard Licenses
Bottle Club Licenses
Bowling Alley
Burial Permits
Carnival License
Coin-operated Am. Device Lie.
Dancing licenses
Food Seller's PermilS
Games of Chance - Blanket lette<s
Games of Chance . Single
liquor On Premi5e • Catering
Malt Liq"°' Licenses
Massage Therapist
Off Premise Catering
Rolle< Skating Rink License
Spirit. and Vinous liquor licenses
Taxi Operator's Licenses
Victualer's Licenses

Body Piercing licenses
Transfers (Dogs)
Hearing/See Guide Dogs

• Augusta Residents - 129 Augusta Residents. O.T. -54
·•Augusta Residents - 192 Augusta Residents· O.T. • 31

2
1
2
6
2
1
537
0
17
17
8
9
2
0

32
1
7

1
25
16
142
4
2
6

Archery Licenses
Arche!y/Expanded Seawo
Archery/Fish Combo
Atlantic Salmon licenses
Bearl'elmits
Bear Pt<mits (0~ 70)
Duck Stamps
Duplicate Licenses
Muzzleloading
Muzzleloading (Over 70)
Pheas.1f\t Stamps
Res. C"'"bo licenses
Re~ Fish Licenses
Res. Hunt Licenses
Res. Jr. Hunt Licenses
Res. Small Game Licenses
Service<nan COfnbo
Special Superspo<t Licenses
Supersport licenses
1·Day Exchanges- fish/Combo
3·Day Exchanges • Ash/Combo
fall Fishing licenses
Miuopigmen1atlon license
Duck (Over 70)
Pheasan t (~ 70)
Cornpllmentart Licenses
Coyote licenses
Non·Resldent Fish
Non·Resident Hunt
Turkey Pt<mits

68
22

-

18
0
38

'CentJal Polling Place

4
72

33
61
4
3
635
845

VOTER REGISTRATION
REPORT OF REGISTERED VOTERS - NOVEMBER S, 2002

VOTER REGISTRATION
REPORT OF REGISTERED VOTERS · JUNE 11, 2002

x

WARD

DIST.

D

R

u

G

x

TOTALS

WARD

DIST.

D

R

u

G

I
I

95
96

381
809

443
637

325
669

22
25

0
0

1,1 71
2,140

I
1

95
96

381
800

431
616

315
651

IS
22

1,142
2.089

7

2
2
2

94
95
96

44
192
1,040

25
130
819

14
172
1,028

0
16
38

0
0
0

83
510
2,925

94
95
96

44
191
1.007

26
138
812

2
2

2
2
2

13
173
971

16
32

83
518
2.822

3

95

1,439

900

1,185

51

0

3,575

3

95

1.421

889

1,14S

38

3.493

4
4

94
96

1,126
140

1,008
114

1,109
IOI

34
5

0
0

3,m

4

360

4

94
96

1,108
135

986
Ill

1,078
95

35
2

3,207
343

5,171

4,076

4,603

191

0

14,041

TOTALS

5,087

4,009

4,441

160

13,697

413

92
2
3

0

9

1
0

0
22
20
3
I
15

TOTALS

D =Democrat R = Republican U = Unenrolled
G = Green Independent X = Party Ineligible

D =Democrat R = Republican U = Unenrolled
G = Green Independent X= Party Ineligible

TOTALS

TREASURY /TAX
COLLECTION BUREAU

HUMAN RESOURCES

The Treasul)l/Tax Collection Bureau provides the City with the financial resoorces to maintain an ample level of
municipal SM/ices, reduces the indebtedness of the City, and provides for a healthy financial future. These steps
provide a tax rate that is comparable to similar communities that provide a wide spectrum of municipal services
to its citizens.

EMPLOYEES ARE OUR GREATEST ASSET
It is with pleasure that I present to you our fourth Annual Report. This has been another exciting yi?ar for the City
or Augusta Human Resources Bureau. The buceau provides core human resource functions including recruitment,
staff ~lopmen~ performance managemen~ salaries and benefits administratiOll. employee relations and occu·
pational health and safety.

The stall of the Treasury/Tax Collection Bureau is responsible for the collection of all tax levies due the City or
Augusta, which Includes real estate. personal property, and excise taxes. We also process all other revenu~
including those for enterprise funds, special revenue funds. and fees due to the State of Maine. Another of our
responsibilities is to invest and safeguard the City's investment portfolio. In addition to accejlting revenue, we
issue the payment of all expendilllres and bonded debts of the Oty.

The report and successes and accomplishments herein are a product or the talent and dedication of the Human
Resources staff. I want to take this opportunity to thank each one of them. During the year 2002, staff has
w0tked hard to create new programs and to improve oor current programs in response to suggestions and feed·
back from our employees.

A FEW OF OUR SUCCESSES THIS YEAR INCLUDE:
• Establishing a city·wide Wellness Program designed to
improve the quality of life for employees and retirees and
their families by pr0tnoting and supporting positive lifestyles.
attitudes and practices.

We are authorized to act as a municipal agent for the State Bureau of Motor Vehicles. In addition to performing re-registrations. this
allows us to process new registrations and Issue license plates at the same time. This allows the customer the simplicity of completing
a motor vehicle registration at one location, saving them time and expense. Acting as an agent f0t the Department of Inland Fisheries
and Wildlife. we are able to process ATV, boai and snowmobile re-registrations.

City Employees by Department
% of Total Workforce

• Enhancing our employee recognition program to better show
our appreciation for our employees.
• Developing new services including automation of leave
records and providing access via the city Intranet system to
all policies and collective bargaining agreements.

'I••
....

• Embarking on a new workers compensation return-to-work
initiative to effectively and safely return Injured employees to
their jobs.

As always, we encourage anyone to offer comments or suggestions by contacting the office at 626-2316 or via email to:
mdoyon@ci.augusta.me.us.
Last but not least, I wish to express my sincere admiration to the remarkable team members of the Treasul)l/Tax Collection Bureau. Their
loyalty and commitment to the people of Augusta, our contracting communities, and this office is unparalleled. In addition, they ensure
your experience with thisoffice is both enjoyable and equitable. Special thanks go to Deputy Treasurer/Tax Collector Tina Whhcomb who
along with Marcia. Jane, Jean, Linda, and Kathy consistently deliver superior services with enthusiasm and pride in our community. The
Treasury/Tax Collection Bureau could not succeed without the~ efforts. Together, we look forward to SMting the residents of Augusta
and all others who may come into our beautiful city.

• Transitioning to new office space with minimal disruptions.
• Stalling City departments with the most qualified employees.
• Complying with legal mandates by keeping up with changing legislation.

Human Resources has a
commitment to all employees to
provide·the best available
resources to make your
employment with the City of
Augusta a favorable one.
I hqpe you will find the.infor~tion in this report useful and interesting. As a result of these and many other smaller changes. oor range
of kv1ces was signffi~ahtly Improved and makes way for further improvements in 2003. Please contact me or any of the Human
1
j\e51>urces staff if we can 'as~st you in any way.

Ellen M, Blair
Director

In the pas~ this bureau has upgraded many of its fund accounting practices. It has added critical hardware and fine-tuned software
applications. looking forward. we plan to search f0t additional wa'j5 to deliver information in the most cost-effective way. Working
with other <lepartments. we are exploring the purchase or a new municipal inl0tmation system. In the long term, such a system will be
the backbone 10< public access to government records. self·service applications. inquiries. payments. bulletin boards. and other docu·
ments of interest. We are eager to help in making these plans a reality.

Mark R. Doyon
TreasurerfTax Collector

...
FIRE & RESCUE
DEPARTMENT

Augusta Fire Department
Mission Statement

On behaK of all the employtts of lhe Augusla Fire 0epartmen1, I am pleased to submit for your review, our
Annual Repor1 for 2002 . The accomplishments hoghloghled in this document are a direcl result of the com·
mitment 10 ~e of all Fire Department employl!eS.
The 2002 Annual Repon briefly desmbes each of the many activities this departmenl is responsible lo~ as
well as associa1ed s1atis1ical data. The results show that the Department continues to ptovide professional
emergency seivices to our community.
The Augusta Fire Department pledges a commitment to preseNing the quality of life 1n 1he City of Augusta.
We will protect lives. property and the environment with compassion. vigilance and dedication.
Our appreciation goes 10 the City Council for their tJusl. confidence and support. Funher, the professional
and skillful assistance of the City Manager and City Staff was of inimilable value.

Response Statistics
fixed Property fire Responses
Private Dwell"'JS
Apatlments
Ho~s&Motels
O~Residenti.11

Pl.mlo:Assembly
SdlOOls g. (°"'9tS
~lhCM•

StnreS &OfflCtS
111dustrial
Storage
Odrer foctd Property
Other fire ResponsM
Higlway Vehide
Other Vtllldes
Brush&G<"'s

RIA>bish
Olhe< i;,...

Our commitment to continually improve our services to the citizens of our community will remain as our
focus for the future. We are certain to be faced with new and increasingly difficult challenge~ Including haz·
ardous materials response, weapons of mass destruction preparedness and fire lighter safety. However, I am
confident that the members of our organization will respond to the call
as they repeatedly have. I commend them for having made 2002 a sue·
cess and look forward to leading them in the future.
2001 2002 Fire l oss
t6
11

0
t
t
0
0
3
0
1
0
32

5
48
t2
35

tl
7
I

5

S2t8,000
$14,tOO
0

m.ooo

0

0

2
t
t
0
2
t

0

22
5
37

0
0
0

$16,500
0

S42.l00

11

51,400
0
0

26

5550

Non·Flre Responses
Rescue
EMS
False AlarmS/MalfooctJOns
Mutual Aid ReceMd
Mutual Aid Glwn Are

Hazardous Mate<lols
Other Hazards
All o~ Responses
Tola ls

151
5,ns
227
6
2
26
59
188

5,245
213
9
5
32

6,049

5,987

171

EMS
Our transfer truck (Rescue S) was scheduled for replacement It was rec·
ommended that we replace this vehicle with a medium-duty rescue due
to a number of reasons. We found (on the internet) a used 1994 E·One
Rescue that has been remounted on a 2001 International 4700LP and
recommended its purchase. The vehrcle had only 6,300 miles on 11, lea·
ltlres a manufacturer's warranty and is in excellent conditron lhe cost of
the used vehicle was SSS,000 less than the price of a new vet11cle of this
type and a savings of over S10,000 from the budgeted amount.

APPARATUS
Replacement of Engine 2. We had an opponunity to purchase a piece of
apparal\IS that met our current specifications and at a slgmfocant sav·
ings. The Apparatus Committee recommended that we acquire an E·One
custom pumper that was built as a show vehide and has approximately
3.400 miles on the odometer for the cost of S199,000. It was estimated
that the bids would come in at S230,000 or more. thus saving the City
S30,000 while meeting the needs of the Rre Department.
A grant application was submiued to the federal government for
SlSS,000 to replace our 1975 International tanker. The appllca1lon was
unsuccessful and the replacement of the vehicle will again be included
with our capital budget submission.

46
132

$329.850 •

FIRE PREVENTION
Al Nelson has increased his activities in this important depaltmenlal program
to make up for the toss of Robert Patnaude who retired. This included school
progra~ fire exunguisher programs and fire dnlls.
Assisted in evacuation planning for a number of area facilities.
In an effon 10 curb juvenile fire setting. David Groder conducled an imeivemion
program IOI t:Ner a dozen individuals during the yeac He also interacts with sev·
e<al local and regional agencies to address this issue.

OTHER PROGRAMS
• The Wellness Committee has had a busy year. Karen Perry is now the
Chairperson for the City's Wellness Program. They have arranged for a
number of educational classes. wellness screenings. and purchased fitness
equipment for the various departments. Including a new treadmill for the
Hanford Station.
• Installed networking capabililies between the Fire and Dispatch alarm
computers.
• Implemented a Maine State Firefighter I training program on all three
shifts.

We, the members of the Augusta
Fire Department, are dedicated
professionals committed to safely
serving our community by protecting life,
property and the environment
through prevention, education and
emergency services.

OTHER STATISTICS:
An overall average response time for fire calls was 4:24
minutes (Including dispatch and turnout time).
MAJOR LOSS FIRES (INCLUDING CONTENTS)
Date
Address
loss
1/21102
Bog Road
S15,000
5110/02
1108 Cony Road
S3S,OOO
8/02/02
6S Westwood Road
S94,000
10/17102 2530 Mud Mill Road
SS0,000

• Conducted in house respirator fit testing for all fire fighters and officers.

DEPARTMENT TRAINING

• Responded to a number of possible Anthrax inodents and had to quickly
develop a policy. with the help of the Slate and Keflnebec County EMA
offices. for our response.

(l;r~~

184

Anendees
Hours

873

• The Calumet Club donated an ice rescue sled lo the department for use In
our waterfice rescue program.
• Conducted a Memorial Service for the fire fighters who lost their Irle in lhe
terrorist attaclcs on 9/11/01.
James Farrell
Fire Chief

2,622

PERSONNEL
Litulenant Thomas Doore retired
Ueu1enant David Farr retired
Lieutenant Robert Prout retired
Robert Patnaude retired
Daniel Guimond was promoted to Lieutenant
Al Nelson was promoted to Lieutenant
Ed Charles was promoted to Lieutenant
Six new firefighteflparamedics were hired
Kevin Curry
David Hunt
Corin Meehan
Josh (ail
Peter Allen
Sill Lord
David Hunt left the department for personal reasons
Corin Meehan left the department due to health reasons

TRAFFIC SUMMONS

POLICE
DEPARTMENT
Message from the Chief: As our State Capital, Augusta is fortunate that we are not faced with the /eve.I
of crime that other state capitals or cities are experiencing across our great nation. We continue to
experience an increase in the presence of Heroin abuse in the City and have a 9% increase in serious
crime over last year. Although we have continued to experience an increase in drug abuse and serious
crime, our citizens are continuing to take an active role in assisting the Police Department in addressing
this, as well as crime. In partnership, we refuse to let our streets, neighborhoods, and the city as a whole
to be taken away from us and our way of life. Augusta is a great place to live, work and raise a family.
I am proud to be a part of our City as both a family man and as your Police Chief.
Throughout 2002, the Police Department experienced a change in personnel and assignments within the depart·
ment. Sgt. J. Chris Read was appointed Detective Sergeant following theretirement of lieutenant Robert Bowden.Alfred Morin was prcr
moted to Sergeant. Patrol Office< Jared Mills receiwd re·assignment to Traffic Safety. Four new Police Office<s joined the ranks of the
Department: Mkhael Spahr, Donald Whitten, Darren Barbeau, and Katrina Beeman. Two new Dispatchers joined the Department: William
Emery and Aaron Farrell. Patrol Officers Rodney Minoty and Michael Coteand Dispatchers Chad Swift and Colleen leCfair felt the depart·
ment to pursue other employment opportunities.
The Department has completed the third successful year of partne<ship with the Department of Behavioral and Developmental Services
that provides the Police Department with a full·time evening shift presence of an Intensive Case Manager. Gregory Smith W01ks full time
assigned to officers on the evening shift to assist and provide crisis intervention immediately during crisis situations. Buster Mclellan
and James Jarosz complete the Mental Health team in supporting the Police Department on a part·time basis.

1,100~

1,050
1,000
950

CRIME PREVENTION TIPS
•
•
•
•

Be sure your street address number is dearly visible to responding emergency personnel.
Lock your home when you're away and especially at night.
Be aware of people lingering in your neighborhood who do not live there.
Be sure to lock your car doOIS, even when it Is parked outside overnight at your residence; do not leave valuables in your car.
If necessary, secure them in your trunk.

1.075 1,010

900
850

REQUEST FOR SERVICE

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

CRIMINAL MISCHIEF

CRIMINAL TRESPASS

50,000
49,000
48,000
47,000
46,000
45.000
44,000
43.000

Training of department personnel continues to be a pri01ity within the Police Department.As the only department accessible to the pub·
lie 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, we are committed to provide the best possible assistance to our citizens and the public at large.
The Police Department received three grants during the year 2002. The Federal Bureau of Justice Assistance awarded the department a
grant in the amount of S21,947 that was used to upgrade the voice recorder in the Communication Center. The State Bureau of Highway
Safety awarded the department two grants. The first was an O.U.I. grant in the amount of S4,964 that was for the apprehension of
impaired drivers. The second grant of S20,000 was for Child Safety Restraint and Seat Belt enforcement. Both Highway Safety grants
were intended to make our city streets and highways safer for our
drivers. passengers and citizens.
CRIMES
2000
2001
2002
The following figures show a comparison of crimes reported for
Homicide
0
0
0
national statistics. by number.
Rape
16
21
25
13
6
11
Robberv
Of the crimes reported, the Police Department cleared 40% for 2002,
Agg. Assaults
to
16
14
47% fOf 2001 and 36% for 2000.
Burglaiy
165
200
200
The Police Department response time for handling 60% of your
737
Theft
806
938
requests for service was four minutes or less. We do so with safety
Auto Theft
36
40
24
ever on our minds and with the intent to provide you with the best
14
14
Arson
14
possible service.
Totals
991
1,104
1,226

FALSE ALARMS

Please
remember
to obey all
traffic laws,
especially
posted
speed limits
in our school
zones and
residential
areas.

• ff you wimess a suspicious activity, try to get a description of the individual(s) and any vehide(s). and a license numbe<. if possible.
• NEVER give your credit card, phone card, social security, or bank account numbers to anyone over the phone. ft is illegal for tefemar·
keters to ask for these numbers to verify a prize or gift.
• If away on vacation. discontinue newspapers and mail; leave a key with a friend Of relative; leave a car in the driveway if possible;
ask a neighbor to watch your home; f)\Jt timer on a fight in your home. Be aware of your child's lnte<net activities.
In closing, I want to express my appreciation to the citizens who continued to support the activities of the Police Department through·
out the past year. I esee<iaffy thank all the other city departments that have coeperated and provided support to the Police Department
that assist in enabling us to deliver the quality of service to our community.

Wayne M. McCamish
Chief

SCHOOL

DEPARTMENT
I respectfully submit my founh annual repon as the Superintendent of Schools. The past year has been an
exciting one lor the Augusta Public Schools. As we continue to focus on three areas of deve~t. includ·
ing facilities, curriculum afigomem wi1h the Maine Leaming Results, and meeting f1SCal challenges. the rny's
schools are doing well.
MEETING THE MAINE LEARNING RESULTS
Maine·s incoming ninth graden. the Class of 2007. will be the fim high school students 1n Maine to graduate by
demonstrating competency in the state's Leaming Results in reading. writing. and math. The first step for the dis·
tric1 to prepare students for this statutOIY requirement was to develop curriculums that are aligned with the Marne
learning Results. This process has be«l completed. The next phase of this process is to develop assessments that
test whether students have learned the skills necessary at each grade level. This is very imponant because we want to assess students
on skills that match what they are learning.

city, i1 win be the ambassador to other cities and towns thtoughout Maine. Cony wm be at the forefront of educational reform and
become the standard to which other schools aspire.
Cony will offer an educational program that is directed toward the development of academk and tedvlological skills. applkation of crit·
kal thinking. appreciation for the fine arts. and an awareness of the votal i~nce of physical and mental health. Ultimately. each stu·
den~ progressing both independently and collaboratively, wilL ac<Ofdlng 10 a Ptoonalried Leaming Plan, strive to become a responsi·
ble individual within the framewor1c of Cony High School.
The Cony High School Building Cornm~1ee. the AuguS1a Boald of Education. and the Augusta City Council all voted unanimously to accelerate the Cony High School building project tlirough a mechanism called Interest Only Interim local financing. The goal is to place before
voters a referendum question in the fall requesting suppon for a new Cony High School adjacent to the Capital Area Technical Center.

The graduation standards will require students to demonstrate their knowledge and skills through a series of performance assessments
in each subject area. One of the challenges to the School Depanment Is to develop a Local Comprehensive Assessment Plan. The
Comprehensive Local Assessment System will be the process by which the school system will establish the Performance Assessments
that will lead to graduation standards.

PILOT PRESCHOOL PROGRAM
One of tlie initiatives implemented in the 02·03 school year to enable students to meet the Maine Learning Results. as well as compo·
nents from the No Child left Behind law. is a pilot preschool. The r,1tionale for exploring preschool education was that, by providing stu·
dents with an early education. the school district promotes the overall development of a healtliy child. Children who have the right
kinds of educational experiences before kinderganen perform better in later grades (Building Strong Foundations for learning, U.S.
Oepanment of Education).

In addition to local assessments (those developed by teachers). each school system will use the results of the State of Maine Education
Assessment (MEA) as one of the Indicators of progress. National tests. such as the Terra Nova, will also be used to send scores OOck to
the state regarding reading. WYiting, and matli proficiency. This is a new requirement of the No Child left Behind law.

The preschool program is a collaborative eflo11 among tliree agencies· Head Stan, Child Developmental Services. and the Augusta Public
Schools. The program, housed at Gilbe11 Elementary School. is a four·day a week, half·day program, with 16 students attending in the
morning and a second group of 16 students attending in the afternoon.

The use of a variety of assessment methods at the classroom and school levels will assure that sludents can,_, the standards in a vari·
ety of ways. It will also allow the schools to Identify specifk standards where students are having diffKUlty achieving a level of profKiency.

The currkulum for the preschool progiam is the LEAP Curriculum (Language Enrichment Activities Program). The LEAP program is a
multi·sensory language program focusing on pre.acaclemic skills in oral and WYitten language. Activities are multi·sensory. interactive,

The new graduation requlrt!ments will require some change in tl1inl<in9. P•rents must u~stand that students need to demonstrate
profi<iency in orde< to graduate with a Maine Learning Results diploma. Students who are not meeting the standard will be givttt many
opponunities to do so. The distnc1 will offer additional classes in cenain subjeas or students will need to pankipate in special, after·
school·tutoring. or summer progams. We believe that the new graduation requirements. which are significantly challenging. will have
a positive, long-term aflecl for improving student learning and preparing students for a posl·seconclary education Of WOik.
CONY HIGH SCHOOL
In May of 2002. the Department of Education ranked
Cony High School a1 number 11 on the school faofities
priority hsl This announcement means that the existing
school faofity on Cony Cude will be replaced with a
state-of·the-art facility. Anew bu11cling will provide a safe
and contemporary environment away from the noise and
pollution of the Cony trafflC cirde.
As noted earlier in this report Maine's learning Results

have put forth anew challenge to schools in our state. As
Cony High School is the public high school in our capital

<lru<tur@d. and sequential.

The preschool program beoefrts fTom the servkes of an extremely talroted teacher, Monka Redlevske. who was hired in the spring of
2002. Monica has played a key role in getting tlie new program up and going and deserves publk acknowledgement of her WOik in

the space of tliis report.

l·BOOKS FOR SEVENTH GRADERS
In September of 2002, l·boolt computers were distnbuted to sewntli grade sludents in the Augusta mtddle schools through the Maine
Leaming Technology lnitia!Ne. This technology has proven to be benefKial to t~ staff and students as an educ:a1lonalronstruetional tool
to enharKe !earring. Staff members who were issued l·books have recerved sraff development through r~lat meetings.
Examples of I-book use include assessing Mac journal to log questions 111 reading responses. enhancing topic researcti through the loca·
tion of interaclive websites, and utaization of appropnate software applications. such as WOlld Boole Encydopedia and Inspiration, a con·
cept mapping tool for student idea expansion. enhancing communication through slolled word processing. and multi-media presentations
utilizing 1-boolc and APple Worl<s slide shows. establishing teacher WOl1<sttes with ~ calendar; announcemeni and links.

Teachers have modified their inS1ruC1ional role in the classroom to serve as a facilitator. As a resul~ students have a more personal com·
mument to learning and are gaining experien<e in the application ol knowledge. In addition. the administration acquired a printer and
digital camera for each building to upgrade those resources.

CITY OF AUGUSTA TELEPHONE NUMBERS

MEMBERS OF THE 121st LEGISLATURE
(terms expire December. 2004)

State Representative:
Home Address:
Telephone:
Capitol Address
(All dowicts)
Capnol Telephone:
(All dis11icts)

DISTRICT 94
William P. Browne
793 Webber ,r,<>nd Road
VassalboroyME 04989
20J.622-J096

DISlRICT 95
Arlhur L. Lennan
95 Green Street
Augusta, ME 04330
207-623-6358 \

House of Rep<esentatives
2 State House Station
August~, ME 04333-0002
207-28)-1400 (Voice)
207-287-4469 (TTY)

Year-Roond Toll Free House of Representatives Message Cen1er: I ·B00·423·2900

!

'

Maine legislative Internet Web Sile · hhp://www.state.me.usllegls

~

DISTRICT96
JulieAnn 0'8rien
t 2 Myrtle Street
Augusta, ME 04330
207-623-2930

.\

J

Senator.
Home Address:
Telephone:

Capitol Address:

Capitol Telephone:

CITY SERVICES DEPARTMENT
Airport . . ....... ................. 626-2306
Codes ...................... . .. . . 626-2368
Community Development .•••...•.• . • 626-2355
Economic Development •.••••.•••••.• 626·2336
Engineering....................... 626-2365
Hatch Hill Facility .................. 626-2440
Planning •••••••.••• •.•••.•••••••• 626-2366
Public Wafts ...................... 626-2435
Solid Waste .•...••..••...••...••.• 626-2435
CIVIC CENTER
Administration ... ...... .... ... . ... 626·2405
Ticket Office ...................... 626·2400

{

i's

DISTRICT
Beverly C. Daggett
16 Pine Street
Augusta. ME 04330
207-622-9053

POLICE ANO FIRE EMERGENCIES •••••..••••. 911

Senate Office
3 State House Station
Augusta, ME 04333-0003
207-287-1540 (Voice)
207-287-1583 (TTY)

COMMUNITY SERVICES DEPARTMENT
Administration • .. • .............. 626-2350
Childcare................. _• _. • •. 626-2350
Fort Western Museum •.•••• _.. • . • •. 626-2385
Health and Welfare • • • . • • • • • • • • . • • 626-2325
Lithgow Library ....... ' ............ 626-2415
Parks and Cemeteries .•...••••..•.•• 626·2352
Recreation.. . . ...... , •.• , ......... 626-2350
Trees and Landscaping • ..••••••••••• 626-2352

January. 2007
3 canal Plaza
P.O. Box 188 OT5
Portland, ME 04112
Tet: 207-814-0883

EDUCATION & GOVERNMENT CHANNEL
(CHANNEL 7) ....... . . • • . . • • • .. • • . • •• 626-2542

Year-Round Toll Free Senate Message Cen~4 1-~-423;6900

Senator Susan M. Collins (R)
172 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
Tel: 202-224-2523

Ten'I ~xpires:
OlSlfic\Office:

Representative Thomas ~· Allen (1).1st District)
1717 Longwol1h OlfKe Building
Washington. DC 20515
Tel: 202-225-6116

Term Expires:
DiSllict OffKe:

January, 2005
234 Oxford Street
Portland, ME 04101
Tel: 207·774·5019

Representative Michael H. Michaud (M nd Olslrict)
437 Cannon House Office Building Dlsllict Office:
Washington, DC 20515
Tel: 202-225-6306

Term Expires:

January, 2005
202 Harlow Street, Room 235
Bangor, ME 04401 -1237
Tel: 207,942-6935

Janufry. ~009 I
202 H~rldw Stree , Room '204
P.O. Box 655
Bangor, ME 04402
Tel: 20"945·0417

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
City Manager's OlfKe .. .. . .... ..... 626-2300
Mayo< & City Council Office...•..•••.. 626-2300
FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION DEPARTMENT
Auditor . ...... ... .... . .... . ... ... 626-2340
City Clerk •• • .••.... • .. •••. . .•. .. • 626-2310
Human Resources . . •••. . .•••.•..••• 626-2353
lnfonnation Syste<ns •••.•.••.••..••• 626-2345
Tax Assessor .. .. .. .. .. .......... 626-2320
Treasurer/Tax Collector .••.•••••.. ••. 626·2314
Voter Regiwation •••••.•.•.••..•••. 626-2360

FIRE DEPARTMENT
Eme<genq. . . • • • . . • • • ................ 91 1
Non-Emergency Business...•. . ...•.•. 626-2375
Civil Emergency Preparedness . . .• . ..•• 626·2375
HOUSING AUTHORITY ••.•.•.•.•• . •••• 626-2357
TOO ... . ...... . ................. 623-2511
PARKING OISTRJCT .•••.•••. • , •••••••• 626·2362
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Emergency ........................... . 911
Non-Emergency Business.. ... ..•... .• 626-2370
TOO . . ..•. . .•...••.......••...•• 626-2370
0 • EMERGENCY
1 - Dispatch Center

3 - Polke servkes
5 - Directory of names
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
Adult Education • .. . • .. . • • • • . • . • .• 626-2470
Buke< School.. . • . . . • • . .... , ...... 626-2450
Cony Aile<narive School. ..•••••••.••• 626-2445
Cony High School .................. 626·2460
Farrington School . .••.•.• ... • . • .••• 626-24BO
Gilbert School. .......... , •••. , •••. 626-2491
Hodgkins School . .................. 626-2490
Human Resources . .. ............... 626-2468
Hussey School ...... ............... 626-2461
Kennebec learning Center .••••..••..• 626-2528
Lincoln School ..................... 626-2483
School Transportation •••..••.••.. .•• 622-3650
Supe<intendent's Office ...••..• . ..•• 626-2468
Technical Center ..• , ••. , •.•.•• . ..•• 626-2475
DIRECTORY OF
CITY EM PLOYEES ...• ••.•••••••...•• • 620·Bl99

